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åBSTRÃCT

This thesis discusses the process of gentrification" It deals with
the mechanics involved in this process, by testing the DeGiovanni
Model (1-983). The test is accomplished by a comparative analysis
of selected inner city neighbourhoods of Toronto, Vancouver, ottawa
and Saskatoon" A test of the DeGiovanni Mode1 appeared to Índ.icate
that. the effectiveness of the model- would be i-ncreased. by the
addition of two additional stages. The Modified Model was applied
to the case studies"

A _comparative analysis \¡ras carried out on four inner city
neighbourhoods in the cÍty of T,Iinnipeg using the Modif ieã
DeGiovanni Model- over a ten year time frame. The test of the four
inner city neighbourhoods analyzed, incruding McMirlan, River
osbourne, Crescentwood and Nori,r¡ood üIest, did not show conclusively
that they T¡rere experiencing gentrification.
This thesis determined that the DeGiovanni Model- of gentrification
appeared to work. Further, that the refined Modified DeGiovanni
Model r¡/as prog'ressive, and that city administrators and planners
could use these moders to effectivery monitor inner city
neighbourhoods in transition to discovei if these areas r^rere
experiencing gentri f ication.
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PREF^A,CE

Throughout ny studies as a student in city pranning r have

become av¡are of a process which appears as simpry private
residential rehabilitation" However, through tirne this process

is being recognized as much more. when many houses undergo

rehabil-itation, adjacent to the core area and the nature of the
popuration changes, a phenomenon occurs known as

gentrification. This process at the present time is
acknowledged as occurring within Èhe inner cities of arl
metropolitan areas in Canada. These inner city neighbourhoods

are the backdrop for an economic, social and, spatial
restructuring which has beg'un Èo unfold. The extent and dynamic

nature of these changes has become evident in the ensuing debate

over gentrification. and its effects, v¡hich has now entered the
mainstream of planning literature.

^A.lthough there are numerous urban transformations which require
analysis, the gentrifications process also must be studied and

understood" This process is resulting in the recovery of
housing submarkets. As weIl, it has been shorrm to occur

repetitiousry (Lang, tg9z) " Most importantly, within the
context of urban change, if undersËood. and controlled, it coul-d

provide the basis for revítalizing many of our urban centres.



Furthermore, r berieve planning policies rnay be implemented in
order to direct this revival in sections of the inner city of
our urban areas; and to exploit, benefits while abating any

associated detrimental effects. These costs and benefits have

been identified in Ëhe inner city neighbourhoods of arr
inetropolitan areas experiencing gentrification.

Gentrification has been noted as a process which graduarly

reduces the number of affordable dwelling units within our inner
city neighbourhoods. It only affects a few households at a time

and appears unlikely to attain the political visibility of more

widespread urban issues" This gradual ross of affordable
housing justifies analysis, and the creation of this thesis.
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Ch,apter T

THE PMNOMMqOIü OF GENWTRTFTCÀTTO}ü'

]-. 1 IMTRODUeITON

The phenomenon of gentrification is complex, in fact even at
the present tirne mosÈ researchers are unable to agree on a
comprehensive definition" Nevertheress, for the purpose of
sinprification in introducing the subject natter, Michael Langs,

definiÈion has been utilized" It sinply states that
gentrification connotes essentially private capital induced

development in formerly lower inco¡ne areas that results in
patterns of higher rents, land and house values" within this
statement the inplications of the general physical improvements

to an area is apparent. The pattern of higher rents and.

property values displaces many existing renters and

owner-occupiers, usually elderly persons on fixed incomes, by

rnaking the area unaffordable (Lang, tg9z) . This process has

been narrowly defined" Hor.*ever, as one proceeds through this
chapter, many of the connotations associated with gentrification
will have been broached. The dynanic nature of this process

will begin to be appreciated"

The term gentrification was coined in London, England in the



early l-970s and can be found in mosË major dictionaries today.

Alt,ernative, yet siroilar, te:ms incrude inner city
revitalization, brown-stoning, white-painting and numerous

others" Hoç¡ever, it was the term gentrificat,ion that appealed

to both researchers and the media, therefore r use it here as it
has beco¡ne easily recognizabl-e" The use of this term has been

crit,icized as rnisleading (London, l-980) , as the term farsely
assumes there is a urban gentry at rsork. The literal definition
of the term gentrification simply refers to how one area is
becoming orientated to, an sometimes dominated by nehrcomers of
greater v¡ealth than the existing residents. It does not refer
to the origins of the rrgentryr' (Lang, L}TB) " The term

gentrification implies the physical upgrading of an area" A

place r,¡here social pressure mounts on non-conformists and the

ner¡rcomers may act as if they were aristocrats Given this
situation, it, seems clear why gentrification has stuck as a

descriptive if somewhat inaccurate term. rt successfully
conveys the extent of change that is occurring. As welt, the

social distance between the ner+comers and the original residents
is comprehensible"

This terninology also connotes a process which operates

within the residential housing market. ft has marked reference

to the rehabilitation of the working class neighbourhoods. The

poor condition of housing stock and the resulting transformation
of an area into a middle class neighbourhood. yet,

gentrification is not sirnpry a physicat process. Rather, it
involves the movement of people and the movement of capital,



thus becoming a socíal and economic process.

The phenomenon of gentrification began in Canada in the 1970s

and has subsequent.Iy continued. rt has become increasingly
apparent that residenËiaL rehabilit,ation in Canadian inner
cities is siurply one visible aspect. There is a more profound

economic, sociar and spaËiar restructuring taking place. The

gentrification process as exprored in current planning

literature has been generarry equated with the emergence of
arrnewrt niddle class" The debate over whether this ner¿ class
exists and its role, is ongoing. Nevertheress, inner city
residential- rehabilitation has been integraj-Iy linked. to the
decline of remaining inner city manufacturing facilities, the
rise of hotel and convention complexes and cent.ral city office
development" The redevelopment of urban waterfronts for a

mixture of usesr âs well as the establishment of trendy retail
and restaurant districts. (Smith & Wi11iarns, 1996) "

These phenomena, which cause a restructuring in our inner
cities, reÌies on the continued concentratj-on and

recentralization of economic activities. Thus, it is possible
to relate the geography of inner-city change to broader shifts
in the nat,ional economy and society" (Ley, canadian Geographer

25, L98L" p" 3-27) NaturaÌIy gentrificat.ion occurs more strongly
in national and regionar centres (Ley, L9B6). Gentrification is
arso contingent on an array of social settings and sociaL

practices. These exist aÈ this time, having evolved in Canada

throughout, the past three decades"



X-. 2 fiTE EVOLYTNG T]RBAN TANDSCAPE

At the turn of the cenÈury, Canada was influenced by the

health movement, although in a more conservative manner than

Britain, where it, was originally adopted" The health movement

refers to the period when emphasis on the healthy urban

environment at the turn of the century. Canadian cÍties
continued to experience growLh both physically and

demographically in the period leading into the Wor1d I.Iar II
era" Our country's post World Ï{ar fI era contained a

cornbination of conditions or variables r'rhich accelerated

suburban growth" Overall, the exodus of the residential
population from the inner city has been docu¡nented as a result
of five cornbined variables" These include:

the improvements in transportation, which permitted

spatial deconcentraÈions ;

new housing construction, being built at the periphery

and being affordable, larger homes (baby boom) due to
government insured financing;

advanced communication and industrial technology, which

created greater freedom for locational choice;



the influence of city size, for as population

disperses, many econonic act,ivities tend to foll-ow and

create modern nulti-nucleat,ed metropolisesi and,

social and economic differences, which further
pressures outward movement, âs people try to segregate

themselves "

Political change or reform had to occur prior to, and along

with, suburban development" A polit,ical machine had to be in
place to insure adequate services and infrastructure for these

nerrr residential areas. Thus, consolidation ûÍas widely

supported. By joining the central ciÈy, the suburbanj-tes rüere

able to take advantage of a wealthy downtown tax base" Às we1l,

a great number of services such as schools, fire and police

protection, and ambulance service were provided at less cost

than compared to the expense of a self supporting village or

municipality. This is not to state that a central city often

did not profit" If the suburb was a booming industriaL

district, it could bolster the city's tax base"

Polit,ically, consolidation meant significant changes" The

dweller of the inner suburb was norr a voting citizen of t-he

city" The problem with most Canadian and U"S" cites is that the

dweller of inner suburban subdivisions did not share egually in
the tax burden" The pro-growth reform era occurred in Canadian

cities at the turn of the century" Then, after witness to the

initial outcome of joining the surburbs, most cities experienced



another political reform move in the L960s" This second reform
movement was an effort, to linit expansion and it.s accornpanying

problerns 
"

Suburban growth and its attendant problems hrere especially
evident in our metropolitan areas in the late 1940s and early
l-950s. These were highlighted by eity nevrspapers, civic
advisory groups, and suburban poriticians. rn canada, the last
thirty years have been an era of ¡¡ad. hoc metropolitan reformrr ín
at least six provinces. AIso noted is the extensive loca1

government restructuring which has occurred in every province

except Prince Edward rsrand. (stelter & Artisbise, l-986)

overall, the combination of economic, social and political
changes within our cities have resulted in the general decline
of popuration and increase in the average revels of unemproyment

in the centrar city (Mclemore, et ar. tgTs) " The larger cities
in Canada, although less extensively than in the United. States,
began to exhibit signs of this physicar and sociar decline.

Investment in the downtown began to faII off. Investment

shifted to the suburbs as industries, shopping centres and

offices began to move outwards, following the homes of the upper

and uriddre classes" conseguently, cities in canada began to
contemplate the need for major redevelopment of centrally
l-ocated lands" By the late L96Os, early l-970s urban renewal v¡as

ushered in as the solution.



Urban renewal is the process of clearing slums and cleaning

up urban blight by expropriating lands, Ieveling them, and.

perrnitting greater densities. Renewal r¡as found to displace a

large number of relatively poor people from dwellings which lrere

sometimes in good condition. The aftennath of large renewal

projects was considerable, âs more low rent pubric housing was

demorished than built; this created displacenent" Little
compensation hras given to help relocate the displaced, and the

total supply of low-rent dwellings r{as greatly reduced.

overa1l, bY 1972 it was perceived that the effect of renewal was

to spread and probably intensify slum conditions, not eliminate
them" Urban renewal, once heraLded as a solution to urban

decline had become discredited (Richardson, L972) "

Urban renewalr âS a solution to attain rehabilitation of the

inner city neighbourhoods tÍas Èo be re-evaluated. Changes in
housing policy disclosed maintenance rather than

re-establishnent as the dominant theme"

One can trace the consequential change of direction in the

Nationar Housing Poricy (cMilc) in the l-970s by reviewing the

reports of Èhe ti¡ne" The Hellyer report of 1969 and the

Lithwick report of 1970, suggested that stronger public rand

control v/as regui-red Ëo el-ininate sprawl and congestion. The

Spurr report of I975, called for greater governmental control
over the land development industry. These reports represent the

governrnenÈs effort to analyze what had taken p1ace. To discover

solutions which could be applied to rectify undesirable effects



of suburban ex¡lansion and ínner city decline"

Amendments to the National Housing Act, made ín t973,
encouraged large municipalities to become major actors
in residential development" Non-profit housing,
developed by nunicipalities and private groups,
together with the non-profit cooperative housing
progirams, were promoted as replacements for public
housing construction" The emergence of well organized
articulate neighborhood organizations de¡nanding their
views be incorporated into the city,s plans, moved the
discussion into the potitical arena in both Vancouver
and Toronto" (Editor, Plan Canada, 2622 p" 46, L986)

The 1973 amendments to the National Housing Act introduced

NIP (The Neighbourhood Improvement Progiram) and RRAP (The

Residential Rehabilitation Program). Both programs being

highfighted for inner city neighbouroods" The emphasis within
these two programs rdas on preservation and improvement of
existing neighbourhoods" Cast aside lras the clearance and

replacernent by new forms of housings and layoutr âs was the case

with urban renewal. The directives of the L970s emphasized

maintenance and prevention of physical change" Unfortunately,

little attention t¡as given to the socíal dynamics at the

neighbourhood Ievel. The social structure or status within the

preserved community was left unaided"

The policy amendments of the early L97Os were successful in
preventing physical change, but not social change. Social

changes and their ever present dynamic forces, are much more

powerful than the planning or political process, and their
respective efforts at stabilizing neighbourhoods. In planning

and decision rnaking we have tended to ignore market, social and

economic forces at p1ay" Thereforer wê nor.s suffer a number of



significant planning problems, These incl-ude the provision of
af fordabre housing:, relat,inE neçr lifestyres and rifecycle
requirements in ter:ms of housingo services, and facirities, and

the coordinating socíal programs and land use decisions. The

blame for these inadequacies have been directly linked with the

policy chang'es of the l-970s. As in stabilizing neighbourhoods,

the net effect is essentially rnaking them attractive investnents

for young professionals" This policy has contributed. to driving
up the cost of inner city housing and displacing lower income

groups" ft may be causing subsÈantial decreases in the total
housing stock available to the rapidly changing demographic

structure of our urban population (P1an canada, 1996) " census

statistics show the geopolitically defined central city has been

eroded, displaying some population loss from our rrgrowthr! period

of the l-940s through the l-970s. The L9B1 census data on

occupied dwellings confirms that no canadian city is yet in a

loss situation in terms of net househord change. However,

household structure is beginning to display a rower degree of
familism" That is, divorces are more frequent and the number of
children per household is decreasing (statistics canada, L9g1) "

This past decade, planners, adrninistrator and legislators
have emphasized physical protection and stabilization, but have

tended to ignor social components within a neighbourhood.

Protecting a neighbourhoods social mix has hardly ever been

addressed or perceived to be irnportant. However the l-980s has

brought to the forefront the need to address these issues.
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While planners struggled with the renewal and. rehabilitat.ion
dil-emma o other forces &¡ere at qrork independ.ent of the
institutions or government led schemes.

1"3 CURRENT FORCES SITAPING TIIE TIRBAN Ið'NDSCAPE

The process of gentrification began in Canada in the late
1960s and has continued through the l-9gos. rt has become

noticeably apparent that residential rehabilitation is only one

facet of a more profound social rnovement. Market and social
forces are presently changing the existing neighbourhoods. The

ability to analyze the effects or ramifications of these

changes, is directly tied to understanding what is taking place.

As discerned by D. Leyls analysis of census data between L}TI
and l-98L, increases in social status among inner city districts
in larger Canadian cities displayed. marked. biases across the
country" Those cities showing the nost, rapid inner city social
status changes incruded Harifax, ottawa, victoria, vancouver,

calgary and Toronto" sright,ly rower gains hrere shown in st"
Johnrs, saskatoon, Quebec city, Kitchener and Edrnonton. À third
group of even lower gains ürere noted in Montreal, London,

Hamilton, Regina and windsor. Lastly, the inner cities of
Thunder Bay, winnipeg, st" catherines - Niagara, sudbury, saint
John and oshawa, exhibited only marginal social status gains.
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The underlying forces for
has been articulated by J"

the Corporate Development

(Lorimer, l-983 ) They could

current changes within Canadian cities
Lorimer in his article, t¡Citizens and

of the Contemporary Canadian City¡'"

be summarized as follov¡s:

l. Prospects for the Canadian population are now different as

overall population growth is slow. The barance of age

groups is changing" rn the L970s the baby boom generation

increased demand on the housing market and. the number of
elderly also increased and continues to do so" A reduction
in household size has occurred due to lifestyle preference

for smaller households" As werl, there has been a

redirection of demand pressures Èo the smaller housing units
of the inner city"

2" The prosperous economic cycle of the l-950s, L960s and some

of the L970s has ended for the tiure being and the shape of
economic development to follow remains uncertain. ft would

seem that the urban economy is becoming more service
orientated, resulting in a higher white coIlar employment

1evel "

3 " rn the late 1970s and l-980s there vras a shift in our

approach to energ'y consunption" Energy was originally
perceived as a plentiful, low-cost resource. Ho$/ever, it is
nohr largely seen as a scarce, high-cost one" Thi_s has a

substantial effect on disposable income.
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4" Land on the urban fringe is very expensive. prlor to the

earry L970s, nost urban fringe developnent has occurred

because land was inexpensive and, once serviced.,

construcÈion of a single fanily dwetling could be sold to an

average income fanily" At the present time, this
development is high priced"

5" An emphasis on quality of life is currently being directed
toward the environment and cultural amenities found in the

central city, its activity and cosmopolitan atmosphere.

city living is generally being perceived more positively"

The nature and dernand for urban accommodaÈions over the next

three decades is likely to be quite different than the

experience of the past three" The above factors¡ âs outlined,
contribute to changes in the inner city and are being recognized

as contributing to gentrification.

Some inner city neighbourhoods are improving physically"

Their housing stock is being rehabilitated, due to both public

and private incentives. The forces iøithin the market have

caused property values to increase. The result is, that inner

city neighbourhood population is shifting from low and ¡noderate

incomes to uriddle and upper incomes" This income shift is
apparent in most inner city neighbourhoods in canadian

Metropolitan areas (Ley, 1985) " Especially notable is the

changes taking place in the ol-der areas of the city, close to
the central business dist,rict" The areas ishich have
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aest'hetically pleasant historicat facades, are easily renovated

and converted back to their original grandeur.

Many of the people for *¡hom the neighbourhood was to be

preserved, are being displaced due to an increase in the value

of property. Existing tenants are unable to afford increased

rents, while horneowners cannot, afford tax increases. Tenants

and homeowners are dispraced as a result, of the property being

sold to individuals who can afford higher process and renovation
costs" The neighbourhood then experiences a significant influx
of ¡niddre-income people" The newcomers buy, rehabiritate the
old houses and seIl them to affluent fanilies"

In reality, not all inner city neighbourhoods have been shown

to exhibit commonalities or general trends. They also exhibit
differences (Mclemore, et â1, i-g7sl " The sinilarities incrude

being located in close proxirnity to the central business

district. As well they tend to have an order population, lower

incomes, less education, often greater unemployment, a g'reater

mixture ethnically, and usually composed of smaLler households

than the overall metropolitan area" But r¡ithin these

characteristic parameters, inner city neighbourhoods dispJ-ay

marked differences.

Most inner city neighbourhoods are affected by these general

trends, but the rate of change and impact of these changes vary
greatly from one neighbourhood to another"
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1-"3.1 Characteristics of a GentrifiaÌ¡Ie Neighbourhood

.As referenced previously, prior to the process of
gentrification occurring in a neighbourhood, there have been

noted commonarities which exist in many inner city
neighbourhoods" They have a housing stock which is, or can be

made architecturally attractive, and sometimes has historical
value" There usually is, at the very least, a core of
environmental amenities" The nei-ghbourhood often offers
convenient access to downto\dn services, facilities and cultural
amenities. Most gentrification seems to occur in rapidly
growing cities where demand for housing is strong and urhere

there is a large professional class with high incomes.

Essentiallyrthose cities having an urban economy orientated
toward advanced services and a white corrar emproyment

structure"

The characteristics apparent in a neighbourhood already

experiencing gentrification incÌude a rising level of affluence
among residents of the area, a marked improvement in housing

guality and often a net decrease in population size.
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l-. 3.2 Contributors to Gentrif¿i¡gr Neighl¡ourfroods

At the present ti¡ne, increased cost of ne¡* housing has made

existing urban housing look increasingry attractive and

competitive" It has been shown that gentrification is not a

generar back to the city trend (Ga1e, L976/77) " Rather, most

newcomers are moving from other parts of the same central city
or from other cities, not from the suburbs" rn fact, inner city
revitalization has not yet been shown as a reversal of the

established trend toward residential suburbanization (Smith &

tr{iIIiams, L986). Moreover, there is littl-e reason to assume

that suburbanization would not continue should there be another

period of strong economic expansion. Nor should this pattern of
restructuring be seen as excluding the v¡orking class absolutely
from the urban inner city"

This restructuring of the inner city has occurred within the

context of demographic, economic and social changes. change

which has to be explored in order to understand how the outcome,

gentrification, could present itself.

Some of the current demographic trends affecting the housing

market include the entrance of a large number of highly ed.ucated

young people, many from the ¡rbaby boomr¡period of World War II,
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into the housing narket, Likewiseo the empty-nesters, a segment

of our mature populat,ion are re-entering the market. The noted

trend is toward fewer or no children per faniry" There is an

i-ncreasing tendency for older teenagers and young adutts to form

their own households, generally accepÈing alternative lifestyles
or postponed marriag'es. .å,s well, these demogrraphic trend.s have

occurred at a time when consuaers have become increasj-ngly

disenchanted with the suburban lifestyle" The expense of
inefficient l-and use patterns are being weighed against the

perceived advantages of living in, or close to, the central
business district"

There have been four groups ident.ified (D" Ley, L9B6) as

central to the gentrification process" First, the gentrifiers
themselves, recent arrivals in the neighbourhood, whose presence

adds fuel to the reinvestnent process. second, the property

industry, the developers, architects and rear estate agents who

package and seIl the neighbourhood as an inage of a partj-cuIar

lifestyle" Third, the public secÈor, the politicians and

administrators who priorize spending to increase the tax base

often at the expense of need or public interest. Essentially,
it, is the public sector which decides the status of many j-nner

city neighbourhoods" Fourth, are the financial interests, who

decide which environments are suitable for potential investment.

These actors are involved within the process of
gentrification, but oft,en at different stages of the process.

Initially, house prices are stable. Homeowners begin to upgrade
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their homes, usually by way of sweaÈ-eguiÈy. Then house prices
begin to inf late, att,racting higher income, midd.Ìe class
households into the narket. once the higher incorne, nid.d.le

class househorders have entered the market, â¡r increase in
rehabilitation activity occurs" The protection and enhancement

of the investment then becomes important"

The earliest phase of upgrading usually invorves
sweat-eguity, r,sith only partiar assistance by the trades. This
phase has been referred to within the literature as incumbent

upgrading" At thís stage the ov¡ners face financial restraints
and the availability of government grants derived from

established pubric policy can be critical. The next phase

usually sees higher income residents entering the market and

larger financing is invorved. rn the beginning of this phase,

the property industry steps in to promote and create an ínrage in
the local housing market"

Stage Model of Revitalization on the Local_
Housing Market

(DeGiovanni" 1983)

l-. Initial signs of revitalization.
2- Patterns of increases in sale prices.
3. ïncreased amount of speculation"

4" Increased rate of rehabilitation activity"
5. Evidence of pattern of displacement.

Source: DeGiovanni, L993"
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]..4 TTTE DIIEß4MA

The process of gentrification is a contradiction. At the
macroscare, Ít, is perceived beneficial, promoting diversity by

increasing the participation rate of niddle class households.
on the rnicroscale, gentrification is detrimental as it has a
polarizing effect on the neighbourhood. Particularly the clash
of cultures and lifestyles which ¡nust occur when sizable
population groups with wideJ-y disparate economic and social
background co-exist in close proximity.

To date, few analyst or policy-makers have addressed this
dilernma with concrete policy grridelines, aimed. at essentially
trying to analyze ways in which a city can deal with these

forces in a po1ically acceptable wây, benefitting lower income

as welL as affluent households (L. Houstoun, J-g76).

To a large extent the interest and controversy surrounding
neighbourhood revitalization is focussed on the presumed costs
and benefits believed to be produced. by re-investment. The

largest debate appears to be on whether or not gentrification is
causing widespread displacement of neighbourhood residents prior
to initiar reinvestment. There are other noted changes, both
positive and negative, that may resurt. from reinvestment in
inner city neighbourhoods. These incrude improved housing
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quarity, which is berieved t,o increase property values, which in
turn increase property t.aN revenues for the city. This is a

perceived benefit for the city, but the costs irnposed on

original residents may result in a loss of affordable housing.

The exact extent of displacement, occurring in Canada for the
past three decades, is now being monitored.

The current housing market is comprex, dynamic and often
obscure" Thus, efforts have been made to assist those facing
possible displacement" Yet, governments cannot ignore or oppose

restoration, which essentially would result in 1eaving farnilies
in decrining households and neighbourhoods (L. Houstoun, Lg76).

Current public policy has been too linited to fu1ly address

this probrem. rn fact, some instances have shown poricy to
accelerate the gentrification process. There have been three
major policies put forth by the public sector. The first., and

most direct, is neqr social housing construction being subsid.ized

by the provinces. But this policy impleurentation has fallen
considerably short of present need" A second policy, is the
attenpt to retain existing afford.able housing through a range of
development restrictions. These include demolition controls,
rent controls and restricting condominium conversions. In the
short term these have proven advantageous, but through tirne have

been increasingly challenged and by-passed through legar
loopholes, resurting in the loss of affordabre housing. The

third major poricy objective has been the preservatÍon and
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enhancement of exist,ing

Preservation, improvement

inner city neighbourhoods,

Therefore, the objective
attained "

households and nei-ghbourhoods.

policies and downzoning have enhanced

but do not halt household transition.
of affordability has largely not been

1.4.1- An Applicable Mode1

Clearly, there is more than simply residential rehabilitation
taking place in gentrifying neighbourhoods. Those cities which

recognize the process of gentrification, âs these transitions
are occurring in loca1 inner city neighbourhoods, wilr be in a

position to create policies and policy objectives which r*il}
treat the needs of the affluent, and poor simultaneousJ.y, at the

local Ievel"

Those cities which understand the process of gentrification
will create poricies applicable to both classes, arrowing

diversity and density to predominate. These cities will gain

increased revenues, irnproved housing quality and a hearthier
barance of sociar groups and incomes in their inner city
neighbourhoods.

Can the City of Winnipeg benefit fron the experience of other
metropolitan areas? The inner city of winnipeg has recently
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experienced some reinvestment and revitalization. Is there a

general nodel of gentrification t ot is it particular to each

city, or even each neighbourhood. DeGiovanni¡s mod.el of
gentrification has been hlpothesized" can it also be applied to
the inner city neighbourhoods of !{innipeg? Furthermore, if this
process is taking place in the City of Winnipeg, within the

context of stable economic growth, is it occurring at a srower

pace than other cities in Canada. Can policies be created to
respond to the need for affordable dwelling units" rf sor at
what point should a municipality intervene and implement such

policies.

L"4.2 Svnopsis

The intent of this thesis
gentrification is occurring in
lVinnipeg" In an ef fort to

followingi areas will need to be

is to determine if the process of

some inner city neighbourhoods of

determine the aforementioned, the

addressed:

* Define the process of gentrification"

* Determine if there is a model for this process" À

comparison will be done on neighbourhoods experiencing

gentrification in four najor urban centres in Canada"
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Consequent,ly, establish
in Winnipeg are

gentrification.

if the inner

experiencing

city neighbourhoods

the process of

* Determine the

neighbourhoods.

degree of change r,.rithin t{innipeg

within the context of this study a basic assumption is made. An

assumption is not tested, neither is it defended or argued, it
is sirnply assumed" The assumption here is that. although no two

Canadian inner city neighbourhoods are identical, they do share

certain similar characteristics" Therefore, they are

comparable" ft is assumed that should a model of gentrification
be found appricabre and if locar governments, after analysis,
support, intervention, then certain solutions could be explored

and borrowed from one neighbourhood to the next.

For the purpose of this study, the following delinitations are

made:

L" Although comparative case studies are strictly
canadian, American literature has been referenced in
detennining the historical process of gentrification.

2" Displacement of persons from their domicire within the
inner city neighbourhoods, for whatever reason wirr not

be included i¿ithin this thesis" Arthough cognizant of
the connect,ion and implication of this effect, iuithin
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3"

this thesis concern lay
process, not the effects"

The creation of
characterization of

in the mechanics of the

a ¡lnew ¡niddle classrt or any

it will not be included"

1..5 METTIODOI,oGY

A three phase approach has been adopted for this thesis, âs

shown in Figure L"

The first, phase of the study, the data colrectíon, deals with
background material- on the subject matter from a number of
sources. Both the Canadian and American literary context were

reviewed in terms of the process of gentrification. The inner

city neighbourhoods areas were reviewed from a historical,
physical, economic and sociological perspective. The evolution
of the inner city neighbourhood was then detailed.

A model of gentrification has been developed to compare to
four case studies " Information tiJas compiled on four
metroporitan centres and their respective inner city
neighbourhoods. Neighbourhood Planners were contacted. on their
individual cities to facilitate input. The government programs

and policies implemented within these inner city neighbourhoods

v/ere detailed"
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A hlpothesis is being put forth, i-n order to id.entify
gentrifying neighbourhoods" t{hereby, if the model is applicabre
in the twelve inner city neighbourhoods analyzed, it may be

applied to an inner city neighbourhood which is experiencing

change, successfully identifying that neighbourhood as

genÈrifying.

The second phase of the study is the data analysis, collating
a large amount of data gathered into a workable form" A

cornparative analysis of the individual neighbourhood.s was

completed. Linkages and observations lrere rnade when trying to
apply DeGiovanni¡s Gentrification Model. fnput and feedback

into the analytical process was obtained from prorninent

researchers in the field and the urban centres respective city
planners" A revised DeGiovannirs model was created for further
comparat.ive analysis" The revision of DeGiovannirs model was

done on the premise that the most appricabre model wourd

facilitate the hypothesis being tested. Researchers should be

able to readily perceive the process of gentrification occurring
in an inner city neighbourhood by sirnpty applying the ¡nodeI t,o

the neighbourhood being analyzed.

Àlso I a r¡indshield survey of inner city neighbourhoods ín
I.Iinnipeg vras conducted. This survey and a perusar of
statistical data reviewed were the basis for choosing four inner

city neighbourhoods in Winnipeg to place withÍn the context of a

revised model of gentrification, and. further, compare to the

twelve neighbourhoods already studied and analyzed,.
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The third and final phase of the methodology consists of
conclusions, hlpothesis testing, and a sunmary. Essentially it
is a brief synopsis of whether the revísed model and hypothesis

has nerit, and sumnarizes findings on the inner city
neighbourhoods of l{innipeq"
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Chapter II

CÃSE STTIDÏES

2.l_ TMIRoDUCTTON

Gentrification, in its broadest interpretation, has been

found to be taking prace in every major metroporitan area in
Canada, albeit in varying degrees.

In order to fu1ly understand the dynami-cs within this
process, it is beneficial to examine hor+ different cities have

adjusted and responded to the ¡'gentrification'¡ phenomenon" The

four cities that have been examined and put forth as case

studies are Toronto, Ottawa, Saskatoon, and Vancouver.

These cities have been analyzed within the context of the

hypothesized process of gentrificationr ês outlined in chapter

one" A review of the status and the irnplications of the

gentrification process in these cities at the micro level and.

cross tabulations at the macro leve1 all-owed valuable insights
to be drawn" Further, these insights were applied toward the

understanding of the overall process" Specifically, phases
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of this process may be undersÈood as occurring within the inner
city neighbourhoods of !{innipeg. centrification is the

upgrading and rehabilitation of the existing environment with
transitions to the social and economic status of the

neighbourhoods" This thesis examines these transitions in the

cities of Toronto, Ottaç¡a, Vancouver and Saskatoon.

2.2 TORONTO

Gentrification of Toronto¡s inner city neighbourhoods have

been underway since the 1960s" Today this process has become

part of the rnainstream of property development in Toronto.

Although initially observed as a process exclusively occurring
in small tracts of singre faniry homes in serected

neighbourhoods.

At the outset, the renovation process was perceived

favorably. It, seemed to offer the prospect for residential
rehabilitation in a least disruptive manner. However, the

result.ing increase in housing turnover and the changing social
fabric of neighbourhoods have been directly tinked. with
gentrification" This led to the re-evaluation of the

phenomenon" Presently, this process induced displacement has

been acknowledged as reducing the affordability of the local
housing stock, reducing access to tradiËional sources of
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employment, and service facilities" As werr, the process may

dest.roy the social network that, exists within established, inner
city neighbourhoods"

The housing market conditions in the City of Toronto in the

1960s encouraged many investors and homeo$rners to renovate their
properties to accommodate several additional rental- units. The

reversal of this process, labelIed deconversion, is the current
market trend occurring in the city" This trend represents a

loss of some of the more affordable rental accommodations

availabre in larger cities" while the emerging demographic

trends point to an increasing need for this type of housing.

fn the L970s, after experiencing a decade of intense

development pressure, the city of Toronto in 1973 approved its
first formar housing policy" outrined within the policy was a

central goal to provide rra1l residents of decent housing in a

suitable environment at a price which they can affordn.

The current changes to the housing stock in the city of
Toronto included the addition of Lo,256 residential properties

containing 23 t6OO dwelling units from L976 to L985. Also noted

within this time period, 2,07! properties containing 4t697

dwelling units were either demorished or converted to
non-residential uses. Unfortunately, these figures are unable

to clarify chang'es that may be taking pÌace within the existing
stock of residential properties. The Housing occupancy Analysis

System (HOAS) in ontario enabLes an exploration of residential
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tenure in the city of Toronto by use of its four-way

classification syst,em. This analysis has included statistics
for the entire city of Toronto, ês neÈropolitan Toronto is
essentially the currenL existing inner city. This

classification alrows a better understand.ing of change in
housing stock trends. The four-way classifications includes the

category 'owner-occupiedt, when all units in the property are

occupied and owned by the occupants. rf the owner of the
property does not, live in the property, but rents some or alr
units available, the property is considered 'tenant-occupied.¡.

A property in r+hich the owner resides and eíther rents out or

has avail-abLe other units for rent is an 'owner-tenant occupied.t

property" Last,ly, the category 'vacant propertyt is used if all
units available are unoccupied at the time of assessment.

The forrowing tabre, Tabre t, provides a breakdown of tenure

composition of properties in the City of Toronto and details
the net change betv¡een 1976 and l-985.

T.ABLE 1.

Changes in Properbies by Tenure in Toronto

Occupancy L976 1995 Change
of Properb.y N I N ? N Z

Owner 66 ,280 54 " 8 80 ,47 4 62 .4 t4 t t94 Zt " 4Tenant 25,395 2L"O 27,L90 2t_.1_ I,795 7.L
Owner-Tenant 24 r79L 20 "5 !6 t543 L2 " B -B,Z4g -33.3
Vacant 4,409 3.6 4,720 3"7 311- 7"L

Total LzO,875 l-00.0 L28t927 L00.0 BTOSZ 6.7

Source: Housing Occupancy .A,nalysis System"
Toronto, 1986. Research Bull-etin 26"
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These statistics indicate that an increased amount of the

City's residential properties was owner occupied. Much of this
increase is attributabre to the amount of condominium

construction of the past decade" The owner-tenant occupied

properties declined at an annual rate of change of -4"4
percent. By 1985 this category has been reduced to 13 percent

of the total stock, down from 21 percent in 1976"

Table 2 provides a breakdov¡n of tenure composition by

dwerring unit in the city of Toronto and d.etails the net

change between L976 and 1985" Realized here is considerable

growth in both the owner and tenant categories. However, there

was a dramatic l-oss of L'7 ,9BZ units in the owner-tenant

category, which represents a -4.L percent decline per annum.

TÃ,BLE 2

Changes in Dwel-ting Tlnit by Tenure

Occupancy 3.976 L985
ofProperty N I N

Toronto

Change
ldz

80,860 29 "7 1-4 ,424 2L.7
L45,284 53 " 5 t3 ,322 LO.I

39 ,7 60 t4 " 6 -A7 ,982 -31 . t
5, 903 2 "2 ].64 2 ,9

27Lt8O7 t-00.0 9,928 3.8

Owner 66,436
Tenant L3L,962
Owner-Tenant 57,742
Vacant 5,739

TotaI

Source:

26L,879

Housing Occupancy Analysis System.
fTnrnn.|-n 1OaÁ Þacaarn}. Þrr'l'la{-in 1a
- vò v¡. ev t c ¡\eevs¡ v¡¡ pg4 *v 9¿¡¡ É w o

25"4
50"4
22"O
2"2

l_00 " 0
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Table 3 provides a breakdown of tenure conrposi-tion by

population in the City of Toront.o and details the net change

by tenure crass. As well, the net population within the city
of Toronto in the last nine years has decreased by 3l-r569

persons.

TÀBI,E 3

Changes in Population by Tenure in Toronto

Occupancy L976 L9B5 Change
of ProperL,y N I N I N Z

|.

Owner 223 ,634 36 " 1 239 ,234 40 " 6 l_5, 600 7 . O

Tenant 255, 8L5 4L. 3 262 , 426 44 .6 6 t 6i-L 2 " 6Owner-Tenant l-40,680 22"7 86,87O L4"8 -S3 t7BO -39.2
Vacant

Total 620,O99 l-00"0 588,530 l_00.0 -3t,569 -S.i-

Source: Housing Occupancy Analysis System"
Toronto, 1986. Research Bulletín 26"

Overall, the decline of the owner-tenant category as shown

these three tables has been largely attributed to conversions

olsner occupancy" rndeed, of the 24,633 properties that v/ere

owner-tenant occupied in L976, only i-l,069 (4s percent) remained

so by L985. Data cornpiled within Research Bulletin 26 (Toronto,

L986) indicated that factors contributing to this decline

incrude, the increased incidence of empty nestersr âs welr as a

general trend toward smaller households" Contributinq factors

l_n

to
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for snaller households incrude the agÍng of the city¡s faniry
populatíon and a reduction in the nurnber of chil-dren per

farnily" Lastly, undoubling, contributes to the decline of this
category as farnilies opt to occupy the entire premises rather
than share dwelling units"

Up until this point, wê have exclusively viewed housing stock

changes in Toronto as connected with changes in tenure, of eguar

importance are changes in unit availability for the Lg76 Eo l-985

period" To illustrate, Tab1e 4 has taken those available units
having experienced chang:es and grouped them into two general

categories. Those experiencing gains and those experiencíng

losses "

Indicated in Table 4, is that between Lg76 and L9BS, the

overall net loss \das 10,940 units or 4.2 percent of Torontots

1,976 housing stock.

Some neighbourhoods are more susceptible to occupancy changes

than others" Highlighted here are four inner city
neighbourhoods which have experienced either net gains or net

l-osses in terms of housing stock" rncluded. are the south

Parkdale Neighbourhood, the Centrat Core, the North Riverdal.e

Neighbourhood, and T.iest Central Corridor"

The South Parkdale neighbourhood experienced a net gain of
4I7 dwelling units between 1976 and l-985" This is the direct
result of large gains in the nultiple-unit stock and to a lesser
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extent the occupancy of previousry vacant, properties. However,

recently South Parkdale has experienced a substantial net loss

of unit,s, âs the number of bachelorett,e apartments in the area

have been gradually reduced since 198L. Despite the net

increase in units, in te:ms of populat,ion there has been an

estirnated decrease of just less than 1 percent.

Change in Housing

Tlpes of Changre

Gains

Conversions
Intensification
Other Gains

Total Gains

Losses

Deconversions
De-intensification
Other Losses
Total Losses

Total- Net, Change
in Housing Stock

Source: Housing
Toronto,

TABIE 4

Stock in Torontoo 1976-L985

Changre in Unit Count

7,6LO
6 ,696
3,37O

L7,676

-L6,929
-8,l_30
-3 ,557

-28 r6L6

-Lo, 940

Occupancy .Analysis System.
1986" Research Bulletin 26.
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Source: City of Toronto, 1986. Research Bulletin 26"

Figrrre 2: Toronto: Four fnner City Neighbourhoods

The Central Core, which includes the Downtown and South

Midtown districts, has experienced a net increase in rnuch the

same manner as the South Parkdale neighbourhood. The Core

experienced a net gain of 208 dwelling units, but at the same

tirne populat,ion has decreased.

The North Riverdale neighbourhood typifies the rnajority of

city of Torontors neighbourhoods which have experienced a

loss of housing units due to the process of gentrification.

Included in this neighbourhood is the Don Vate district,
which has experienced considerable deconversion activity since

the

net
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the early 1-970s" Betv¡een L976 and 1-985, a net loss of I,6L2

units have resulted in North Riverdal-e" To date, the

neighbourhood continues to dominate the deconversion trend in
the City with a 50 percent reduction of the number of

owner-tenant properties" The pattern of change, similar for the

entire city, is one of considerable losses due to conversion up

until L980, slowed through L983 and a resurgence during l-984"

The !.Iest Central Corridor, tradÍtionally perceived as the

reception area for irnmigrants, recently experienced a net loss

of 3,670 dwelling units. Much of this loss has been attributed
to the undoubling of irnmigrant households, v¡hich is not

associated with the cÌassic gentrification process. However,

the most recent losses from the West Central Corridor stock have

been associated v¡ith gentrification" The population of this
area is l-5 percent below the L976 levels, population in the

owner-tenant stock is down by 1-2t885 persons"

The

inner City

out-lined

for smalI,

Underlying

households "

declining, yet

ideally suit,ed

overall imptications of this population loss for the

of Toronto or at, least for the four areas as

seem to suggest that there should be a growing demand

modest rental housing units in the inner city.
this trend is the growth of single person

The supply of affordable converted units is

it v¿ould seem that these types of units would be

for the recently ernergent household type"
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The public response to thís situat,ion has been to encourage

homeowners and investors to make more intensive use of existing
st,ock. In 1,982, the City of Toronto established the

int,erdepartmental mÄffordal¡l-e HousinE Task Force@ to examine

v¡ays in which housing stock use could be intensified" In 1983

the ontario Government initiated a nunber of pilot projects to
experiment with longer ter¡n program options. Add-a-uniË and

Conserve-a-Unit offered interest free loans to encourage the

conversion of single family homes and the rehabilitation of
order apartment units, respectively. rn the year and a half
period of operation, Ädd-a-unit created 20 units in Toronto, and

Conserve-a-Unit loans were issued for the rehabilitation of 181

apartment units. A third program Convert-to-Rent which

offered interest free loans for conversion of non-residential
space to rentar housing, created an additionar 50 units" The

ontario Governrnent recently extended these programs, combining

Convert-to-Rent and Add-a-Unit in a nerd program under the name

of the former. Additionalry, by J.984, by-laws s¡ere drafted that
r¡/ere to increase the flexibility of converting more tlpes of
housing from the existing stock, but these changes v/ere met with

considerabre opposition from ratepayer groups" Although it
seems as if residents and ratepayers share some concern for
affordabre housing, they arso fear the negative impacts of
proposed changes on their neighbourhoods" To date, a serious

suppry problem continues to prague the rentar sector of the

housing marketr âs permitting conversions of property is no

guarantee that any nerd units will be created or modest,Iy priced"
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There has been a lirnited response Lo the shortage of rental
and affordable or*ner accommodations. Net gains in housing stock

were experienced in South Parkdale, Dovrntown and. South Midtown,

yet the deconversion trend is so st,rong that it overwheLms such

modest gains" A,ccording to the appointed Task Force, the city
response to the issue of affordable housing for small household.s

could occur in three ü¡ays" First, it courd soften its own

regulatory framework or possible introduce bonus incentives to
promote the more intense use of existing housing stock. Second,

the city can strengthen its advocate role with respect to other
governments" Finally, the city could use its own resources to
intervene directly in the housing narket, creating more

affordabre units. $rhether âDy, or all three options are

implemented within the city of Toronto, they would have to be

sensitively managed and their impacts sensitivery neasured.

2.3 VÄ,NCOIIVER

In the Vancouver area, households in significant numbers have

been drawn toward the inner city housing market" This has been

due to the increase in economic activity which has occurred in
the core area from the L960s through the L97os. Accompanying

this economic stirnulation has been population growth within the

City" The population of Vancouver has grown 2L per cent.

Respectively, 4, I and 9 per cent in the successive fi-ve year
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periods between l-966 and L981-" However, within the inner city
there has been a noted decline in population, but, an increase in
the number of households forned. Thus, whire ernplolrorent

opportunities in the central business district continue to
increase, the proportion of those who both work and rive in he

City has been declining"

There are some changing population and household

characteristics which have affected the demand for housing in
the inner city of vancouver. These incl-ude a shift in
vancouverrs dernographic composition" Noted is the ross of
pre-schoolers, school children, and their parents. Meanwhire,

young and middle-aged adults and retired citizens have replaced

them" Household cornposition has altered with age composition

changes. Fa¡nilies with children have been repraced. by more

numerous and smaller non-family households" rt also appears,

although linited in supporting data, r¡that the number of low

income househords as a proportion of the city total has

decreased while higher incone households have become more

numerous¡t (Housing Synopsis, p11", LggL) "

vancouverrs building records indicate that there are

approxirnately l72,ooo dwelling units within the city in t-9Bj-.

Fifty-three per cent of this stock is ground-oriented. While

apartments comprise 48 per cent of the cityrs stock" (Housing

Synopsis, p15, 1979, revised l-991)
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The City of Vancouver has an urban setting which is an

attractive place to r¡ork and resÍde. In fact, the City¡s
physicat geography has been noted as conducive to gentrification
(Mil1s, City Magazine l-986-87) " Amenities in terms of views,

parks and beaches, have made city living attractive" !{hile,
cont,inued growb.h and congestion have compounded the difficulty
of access to a growing office-based employrnent in the downtown

peninsula "

Households have been drav¡n tor*ard the inner City of Vancouver

as the guality of life is perceived equivalent in both inner and

outer city neighbourhoods. In fact, the neighbourhood.s located

in close proximity to the central business district have been

recognized by the City, through the Local Area Planning program

(lAP) r âs conversion areas. The City has out.lined the existing
role of conversion areas...

. "as providing a significant amount of the City's less
expensive ground-oriented, rental housing close to
downtown and to community facilities" These areas
are long established, stable and often attractive
with fine old homes and nature street trees. They
have been facing increasing development pressure as
further employment growth occurs in the City core.
(City of Vancouver, L983)

A key issue for conversion areas, lras v¡hether Council should

encourage the continuation of the areas existing role or a new

role be adopted, leading to development at higher densities"

The City of Vancouver actually decided to adopt both roles.
rrThe future role of the conversion areas can be summarized as

conservation and selective densification'! (City of Vancouver,
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Planning Dept" Report t,o Council" Subject: Inner city
Conversion Areas - Policy Directions i-983)

The inner-city conversion area has been defined as a narroTd

ring of older housing units surrounding the downtown core. Many

of the houses located here have been convert,ed into duplex or

nult,ipre occupancy, whire they continue to experience pressure

to further redevelop" Unfortunatelyr âs new construction
declines and vacancy rates are lowered, persons in rental
accommodations can expect to experience less choice in housing,

as well as increasing rents. This pressure may result in
renewed construction activity, but in the interim those persons

least able to cornpete for housing will experience hardship.

The City of Vancouver, has published reports approved by City
Council, which have stated that the

City has a responsibility to ensure that some
opportunities exist for persons with special needs
and on modest incomes who reguire access to the
employment and ser¡¡ices provided by the central
core to live in the City" (Housing Synopsis, p"2, 198L)

Indeed, the two goaì-s which appear to be inplied by the

majority of Vancouver¡s housing policies are...

Maintain a

sufficient
variety of

the City"

housing supply within the City v¿hich is
to rneet housing demands and the needs of a

socio-economic groups for accommodations in

t_"
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2" To maintain and

areas.

Source:

Figure 3: Vancouver:

improve the quality of residentiaL

Quarterly Revievr

Three fnner City Neighbourhoods

Some neighbourhoods continue to experience change and a great

deal of developrnent pressure Èoday. Outlined here are three

inner-city neighbourhoods which have undergone, since the early
1970s onward, significant social and physicar change. These

neighbourhoods contain a large proportion of strata-titled
regístration" They accommodate an above averag:e share of
tertiary workers and white-collar workers, having higher leveIs
of education" Their households contain fewer children and the
proportion of non-english speakers is below city averag'e. Three

such neighbourhoods are Kitsilano, Fairview Slopes and the West

End" (Ley, Cdn" ceog" L98L) These neighbourhoods have been

highlighted in an effort to discover more fully the implications
of the gentrification process in the inner city neighbourhood.s

of Vancouver"

End

Ki rsila

Fairview Slopes
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The Kitsilano district was a decl-ining neighbourhood in the

1-960s. Its housing stock was fifty years old and in need of
improvement" However, by 1,976, Kitsilano had experienced

revitalization, with the greatest investment derived from the

private sector" Noted below are the changing characteristics
which k¡ere apparent by L976 (Ley, L98L) "

1-" The proportion of children had continued to decrease.

In 1-976, sixty per cent of alt households contained no

children. *By 1986, sixty-nine per cent of all
households had no children (*Stats Cdn" l-986, c.t. 4I,
42, 45"01{"02\, 46, 47 & 48)

2" Only the 25-34 age cohort, increased substantially,
while losses registered for other age groups"

3" Significant rise in education levels in the area.

4" One-third of the employed residents were engaged in a

quaternary occupation, and their mean incomes reflected
this upward tift"

Increasing demand pressure throughout the redevel-opment

process aided the rapid inflation of land values and increasing

rents prior to the imposition of rent controls. In L974, rental
vacancy rates had reached zero per cent (Ley, 1981) " ReaI

Estate activity was int,ense and highly opportunistic throughout

the l-970s and l-980s. To date, densificaÈion pressure remains
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intense in this neighbourhood. The impact of the gentrification
process in Kitsil-ano has been the forfeiture of low- and

middre-income housing stock, and the erosion of community

infrastructure.

Ïn 1972, the West, Broadway Cit,izens ¡ Committee (iitBCC) v/as

formed to oppose the denolit,ion and redevelopment of Kitsilanors
housing stock. unfortunately, the wBcc efforts to persuade

Council to grant them greater loca1 autonomy has been repeatedly

rejecLed" Resu1tantly, the local area planning (tÀp) in
Kitsilano has done little in directing this red.evelopment cycle.

A second inner-city gentrifying neighbourhood, Fairview

slopes, is fewer than twenty city blocks" rt is l-ocated on the

steep hill south of the False Creek resid.ential development.

The neighbourhood has dramatic views of the downtown across the

Creek, with the mountains beyond. Fairview S1opes is a

exemplary neighbourhood with regards to the gentrification
process in vancouver. This is due to the noted speed of change

in regard to the neighbourhoods landscape, residents and an

emergent new image"

fn the l-960s, Fairview Slopes s/as a physically deteriorat.ed

neighbourhood. Light industry, warehouses and interspersed

older housing collectiviely, made up the neighbourhood. By

I972, the Planning Department, in realizing the amenity

potentiar due to the topography and location of the district,
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decided a mixed zoning scheme wourd be assumed. Low density
development kras encouraged at the centre of the area, whire

higher densities were designated to the periphery" city council
adopted the Fairview Slopes Plan in L976" This plan confirmed

the Planning Departments vision of the neighbourhood" ft would

be a combínation of residential and commercially compatible

uses, aesthetically blended in order to create a unigue

landscape within the inner-city" This poricy add.ressed the

issue of density and outlined design criteria for ner,.r

deveÌopments "

In the l-970s the sixteen block area defined by the Planning

Department as Fairview Slopes contained approximately 145

houses, a few older apartment buildings and two new townhouse

developments " PopuJ-ation in the area rdas estiarnted at
accommodations" In l-986, Lhe neighbourhood contained

approximately 90 new apartrnent and condominium developments,

ranging in size from two to over seventy units each" An

estimated 50 single farnily homes remained" ÀIthough, nany had

been converted into office space or rooming houses" Population

in L986 ranged between L5OO-2000 persons.

The Fairview Slopes neighbourhood has rapidly changed. ft
has become more densely populated, but at the risk of becoming

more socially and economically homog,enous. This area is
distinct and significant, especially in retrospect of the degree

of decline and deterioration the neighbourhood had realized.
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A third inner city neighbourhood which has experienced

revitalization in Vancouver ís the West End. The West End. was

originally settred at the turn of the century. The upper-crass

Victorian homes that existed g:ave way to apartment construction
in a redevelopment cycle of the l-950s. During the 1960s, this
redevelopment cycle accel-erated. The predominant type of
dwelling unit constructed was the high rise apartment building.
This dramatically changed the character of the lr7est End, both
physically and socially"

Responding to these changes, a rocar area styre pranning
program v¡as initiated in the l{est End in 1973. Essentially
diversity of land use and character, with greater emphasis on

neighbourhood amenities, v¡as sought as the major policy
objective for development. Throughout the l-970s an¿ L98os the
West End neighbourhood on a continuous basis, faced intense

development pressure. once again the west End. is experiencing

dramatic changes, although these are now being perceived as

social changes rather than simply physical change.

The lrlest End is an established apartment area, adjacent to
Vancouverts central business district. This neighbourhood,

unlike Kitsilano and Fairview Slopes, has not been incl-uded as

part of the inner ciLy conversion area. so, Do zoning exists
that would encourage the upgrading of order wark up unÍts or
sensitive infiIl" Rather, the current trend toward. greater
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densification,
cont.inues.

condominium conversLon increasing rents

The City of Vancouver has conceded that the process of
gentrification is occurring in theír inner cíty neighbourhoods.

The city has monitored. the progress of this redeveropment

cycIe" It has outlj-ned the area under intense pressure as

rrconversion areasr¡ " Actions undertaken, have been to stabilize
and conserve these areas through locar area planning (r,Ap),

neighbourhood improvement and housing rehabilitation programs.

These policies have generally been perceived as successful.

Although, the city has been unable to retain affordable housing

or provide greater density housing near the core. (Managers

Report, p.4, June L9g3 Subject: Inner-City Conversion

Areas-PoI icy Direct,ions )

since the passing of a city by-lavr in L973, prohibiting the

conversion of rental units to condominiums, Do conversions have

been allowed. However, upgrading has continued and in an

inflating land market the highest, and best use results in the

removar of previous uses. The use of city by-laws have proven

to be an ineffective antidote to gentrification" The City of
Vancouver has rejected by-Iaw amendnents on demolition control
and condominium construction. Council believes these are poor

solutions to the housing problem the city is experiencing. They

have stated that by-laws neither divert redevelopment pressure,

nor promote the upkeep of redeerned units. Moreover, these

pressures have been perceived as largely outside of the City¡s
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charter authority. (Ley, cdn. Geog, p" L43, j-ggl-) Thus, Lhe

CiÈyts role has been linited in dealing with pressure generated

from private redevelopment due to its nodest resources. Inner
Vancouver has experienced displacement of affordable housing as

a consequence of the revitalization process. (Ley, cdn" Geog', p.

L39, L981) The city¡s rore has been reduced to actingi as a
reg'u1ator, rather than a director of change.

The city Planning Department has a number of strategies
tabled in an effort to meet Vancouverrs core housing problem.

These include housing and shelter allowances right through to
the direct construction of units. However, all these policies
rely on significant fiscal commitment from senior levels of
government. The City has included within the Vancouver plan a

program which inplies an active intent, to ¡rpursue more housing

and higher average densities in the citytt" As well as, iltake a
greater account of the social consequences of city chang'er" (The

Vancouver Plan, The cityts strategy for Managing change, p. !6,
July L986)

2 " 4 oTT.AWÃ.

ottawars inner city neighbourhoods have experienced a great

deal of development pressure" Gentrification continues today to
erode the supply of affordable housi-ng in these neighbourhoods.
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As a result of emerging demographic and development
trends, it has been generalty recognized that the
existing housing stock represents an increasingly
important source of supply for meeting future
housing reguireurents" The inner city neighbourhoods
have experienced the greatest pressure reéently as
a result of these trends, evidenced by the
residential intensification, gent,rification and
infill development processes nohr occurring" These
trends have resulted in a continuing erosion of
the supply of affordable rental housing and in
tenant, displacement due to conversion, deconversion,
renovation and deurolition activit,ies" (OËtawa, Housing
Study-Work Program CD 431_0-L, 1984)

In the early l-970s, Ottawats condorninium market was buoyant.

However, the late 1-970s witnessed an increase in construction
and conversion activity" The market was flooded. over building
and fear of depletion of the rental market prompted Ottawars

City Council to apply condominium restrictions, âs did the

Region" Although the condominium-apartment market has

essentially been regulated, high land prices and demand have

kept housing costs up in the inner city. Additional
affordability probrems \,üere created within the inner city by

extensive rehabilitation of residential housing since I975"

Government programs such as RRAP and NrP, have improved many

inner city dwerlings, but at the cost of increasing house

inflation and displacing l-ow and moderate income renters
(Ottawa, Demographic & Housing Changes, 1979) " Rents j_ncrease

after property is improved" As a result, the general costs of
housing

end of

in the neighbourhood increase" The removal of the low

the rental narket of the inner city has been noted in
Centretown, Sandy HilI, and The Glebe"

It should be noted that Ottawa is unigue in that, it has a
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large proportion of single and non-fanily households" ottawa

has a large anount of rental households in comparison to other

Canadian Metropolitan .A.reas" Any reduction in units as a result
of rehabilitation activity, has considerably affected the low

and moderate rental housing market for single persons" The

rooming house stock in the inner city has suffered a forty
percent loss of arl units since 1976 (ottawa, Housing for single
Persons, p"4, 1-979) and this trend continues.

The forces apparent in the inner city housing market since

1-975 have netted problems of affordability, as well as

availability of moderate priced units. These deficiencies
continue to plague the City of Ottawa throughout the L980s"

The Community Development Department in the City of Ottawa

has continually monitored these trends. The Department, since

I975, has published report after report in an effort to
highlight the serious ramifications of general trends

occurring" All of these reports have contained

reconmendations. Sorne of these reconmendations have been

outlined in the following:

l-" No conversion of rental properties to ownership tenure

be permitted in the inner city neighbourhoods of Ottawa

(Dalhousie, Lowertown, Sandy HilI, Centretov¡n, The

Glebe, Ottawa-South and Ottawa-East) " Excepti-ons may

be allowed in cases of single detached housing.
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2. council ratifies the principle that non-profit housing

corporations should be given deveroprnent advantag'es

within the inner city areas of Ottawa.

3. Further, Council directs the planning Branch in
conjunction q¡ith the Municipat Non-profit Housing

Corporation to consult rsith non-profit groups in an

effort to develop means by which the municipality can

assist them in future development.

4. That the Community Development Department conduct a

study on the possibility and rnethods in which the City
encourage and expand the availability of shared

accommodations 
"

(source:ottawa, rnstability and Tenant Displacement" cDD, 1979)

In 1985 the Mavorrs Task Force on Housing vras compteted"

This study was initiated in an effort to assure the suppry of
affordable housing, to obtain maximum benefits from the City¡s
housing fund and to reconmend a pran of action. This housing

study concluded that at least thirty percent of the total low

rise rental stock alone hlas in considerable jeopardy over the

next ten years" rn increasing the forecast to twenty years, the

survey found that possibly over fifty percent of the lor,'r rise
stock would permanently disappear" These estimates of loss

could represent in the tens of thousands of units in the City of
Ottawa,
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The Mayores Task Force on Housing rnajor recornmendation was

that the city acquire i.soo units of existing stock, taking on a
proactive rore as landlord. The scenario the Task Force

outlined \úas an innovative effort to tackle the affordable
housing problern in the inner city of ottawa. The city would

purchase these housing units at approxiuratery g25,ooo each,

additionally there v¡ould be a gsrooo renovation cost,. Then, the
existing tenants who could afford to pay ¡rmarket¡r leve1 rents
would do so, subsidizing those who were unabre to pay market

levels" The rent of wealthier tenants would supply additional
revenue to the city, who could provide rent geared to income

(RGT) subsidies to needy tenants from a r+aiting rist" Needy

tenants could move into the units as they became available
through normal turnover" Although an innovative strategy¡ the
programs effectiveness requires two essential ingredie¡ts.
First, that the existing rentaÌ build.ings could be purchased and

renovated for $30r000. second, that there is a tenant
popuration paying berow ¡rmarketr¡ rents and could afford to pay

more" fn analysis, the City found the first ingredient frolds

true' although renovation costs v¡ere estimated slightly hjgher.
unfortunately, the reguirement for a tenant population paying

below market rents, who could afford to subsidize needy tenants
proved fa1se" As study team found that even if significant rent
increases occurred for non-needy tenants, they would nc¡t

g'enerate enough revenue to elininate the level of housing need

already in place in many existing properties.
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The City of Ottat¡a had recognized wiÈhin this Taskrs Force

study that affordability Ís a problem" rndeed, the preservation
of affordabre housing stock within Èhe inner city wirl be a
significant housing problem in the next decade. Recognition of
this factor has resulted in an increase in funding by the city
of one million dorlars in L9B4 and two and a harf nilrion
dollars in L985" with increased funding, city Living, the
cityts housing agency, has init,iated an innovative and

successful rooming house program, but these types of programs

are restricted by budget allocat,ions, usuarry perceived as

short-termed solutions" Increased expenditures by senior leve1s

of government, has been recognized by City Council as essentiaL

if this housing probleur is to be tackled. (Amendments on Mayorrs

Task Force. p"L6,1985) Future debenture for the city of ottawa

is perceived by Council as increased demand is placed on it in
terms of mandatory rnunicipal eguity in order to participate in
senior government housing programs" The Mayor¡s Task Force of
housing presented a concept to provide an adequate supply of
pubJ-icly assisted housing"

The Task Force put forth three general reconmendations which

were parleyed into tvrenty-three specific reconmendations

outlined within the Report. These recornmendations included the
following:

l-. To increase the supply of affordable ownership and

rental units.
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To reserve public funds wiÈh deep subsidies for those

with extrene problens and. for those with special needs.

3" To improve the institutionaL and nanagerial mechanisms

which affect the housing process,

!{hile the Task Force was studying the housing probrems, city
Living cornpleted a review of the rnajority of vacant lands r+ithin
the Cityts land assembly" The agency wanted to establish the
long term housing development potential for this land. fntent
is to develop a disposal strategy for land not needed for City
initiated housing purposes, whether by city Living, private or
third sector developers. They discovered. an inventory of over

7OO properties, many already zoned residential ¡-¡hile others
courd be deveroped for housing purposes or sold" rdentifyingr
this potential source of land or revenue and formulating a ]ong

term manag'ement strategy for their application to housing is a

key elernent of any overall housing strategy for the City"

Two neighbourhoods in the city of ottawa which continue to
experience development pressure because of gentrification are

Centretown and Sandy HilI" These inner city neighbourhoods

have been highlighted in my effort to discover some of the
physical, economic and socía1 forces at play. Both

neighbourhoods have experienced rehabiritation activity,
resulting in the removal of the low end of the rental market in
the inner city areas.

2"
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The Cent,retown neighbourhood is one of several residential
communities adjacent to the central business d.istrict of the

ottawa-Hull area" The neighbourhood has ex¡lerienced escalating
land values in the past nurnher of yearsr âS offices, retail
commercial uses, parking lots and high rise apartments compete

for property. As these uses j-nt,ruded on the residential
character of centretown, the city of ottawa implemented a

Development Plan in L976.

Source: Statistics Canada L986, Reproduced by Author"

Figure 4: Ottar*a: Two Inner City Neighbourhoods

The Development PIan was created in conjunction v¡ith the

City¡s policy on neíghbourhood planning as initiated in L973.

The Development Plan was essentially an effort by the city to
contror future development" Addressed was popuration mÍx,

housing supply, heritage preservation, physical environment,

recreation and curtural activities, social servi-ces,

transportation and the rejuvenation of a commercial component.

The city had the povter and finances to put in place a nev¡ zoning

l-2
;'¡
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by-lar*, heritage restrictions, and, some social servíces" They

Iüere unable to offer assistance to those experiencing hardship

due to the economic and sociar pressures mounting in the

neighbourhood. By 1979n in the City of Ottawa, Centretor¿n had.

experienced the largest severances in row and semi-detached

rental units, including many rooning housesr âs oq¡ner-occupied.

housing s¡as created" (Housing for Single Persons within the

city, L979) Although, many of the denorished units have been

replaced by new rental units, the resultant, market rents are too

expensive for approximatery forty percent of the inner city
singles 

"

A second neighbourhood experiencing gentrification is Sandy

Hill" rn ]-975, the city¡s Pranning Department compreted, a

neighbourhood study and outlined a Development Plan for the

area" But once again, physicar pranning, such as rand use and

transportation were dealt with effectively, while the social and

economic problems although recognized, were sirnply set aside.

By I975, Sandy Hill¡s population characteristics $/ere

changing" It was evident that the proportion of single persons

were increasing rshile the number of school children r{ere

declining" The rental accommodations in Sandy Hill remained

predominant, yet notabre decreases in units had taken pJ,ace.

rrCentretown and Sandy Hill have experienced the loss of major

portions of their roomingi house stock since lg76.n (Housing for
Singles, p.6, ]-979) Both neighbourhoods show recent signs of
rehabilitation" Resultantly, converted or new housing stock is
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then rent.ed at higher prices foraing luxury rentar markets.

The City of Ott,awa has recognized that the declining supply

of affordable rental units is the most important housing issue

it currently faces" This issue is directly linked with the
gentrif ication process. .å,s weII, because of economic and market

forces, the provision of low cost rentar housing has falren
increasingfy to government and nonprofit/third sector ag'encies.

Some production studied to demand may occur from the
public and non-profit production sou-rces but it is
unlikely production leve1s would be significant
without some fundamental changes in rent-geared-to-
income eligibility guidelines and in the overal-l
amounts of dollars made availabLe for federal
subsidies to non-profit housing corporations.
(Ottawa, Comnunity Development Department(CDD),
1,e7e.)

Meanwhile, there exists a great deal of uncertainty in the

future of senior government housing programs and greater

financial assistance" There are, however, municipal initiatives
within this housing policy area which the cityrs planning

Department is exploringr.

The Housinq Studv I{ork Program

L" Encourage new rental units Èhrough zoning incentives
such as density bonus; modificat,ions to 1and use

regulations and zoning by-laws which affect residential
supply.
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2. Promote the greater uÈilization of exísting housing

st.ock (ie" home sharing) 
"

3" Consider the adaptation of building/land not currently
in residential use, for residential purposes.

4. Using municipally-owned lands and properties for joint
ventures with the private sector or non-profit groups

in residential projects involving lower cost housing"

5" Innovative financing strategies for nekr non-profit
housing construction or acquisitions.

6" Take opportunities to effectively lobby the senior

governments on housing issues.

Each of these initiatives have been investigated by either
the Planning Department,, city Living or a specially created task

force" Up until- now, the City has curbed condoniniurn conversion

activity and has act,ed on preserving and increasing rooming

house stock on a smaLl scale through City Líving" -A,s we1l, the

City of Ottawa is establishing a housing monitoring and

evaluat,ion system" Through the Housincr Study the City is
investigating financial incentives and mechanisms, zoning

amendments, severance controls of existing semi-detached and row

dwellings, shared housing programs and selective demolition

controls as options in preserving an affordable housing stock.
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-A't t'his timeo ottawa¡s City Council is evaluating a number of
options" The option of creating a new all encompassing housing
department, or grant a nandate to a regionar task force on

Inf,ens]-tl_caEl_on 
" However, the greatest emphasis seemingly

always faLls back on lobbying the senior levels of government

for direction and. most importantly, financiar comrnitment.

2.5 SASKATOOìü

Some Inner city neighbourhoods in Saskatoon have experienced

active reinvestment. Saskatoon¡s inner city neighbourhoods are
similar to other inner city areas in western canada, where slow

economic development has stabilized population and physical
growth"

The inner city neighbourhoods of Saskatoon (l-986 population
2o0,665t stat.istics canada) incrude caswerl HilI, city park,

Nutana, Pleasant Hill and Riversdale. These \Â/ere some of the
first residential areas developed. By rate j-97o, they had a

smalr population of 20, o0o, while containing approxinatery
twenty percent of the cities housing stock. (phipps, canadian

Geographer" p"243, 1983. )

outlined are some of the economic factors contributing to the
current stability of the horneowners housing market in the inner
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city neighbourhoods of Saskatoon.

Located adjacent

which large office
have been locating

to a cenÈral business

complexes and corporate

in recent years.

1" district in
headguarters

2. Neighbourhoods are close to other major institutional
employment centres, such as the University of
Saskatchewanr or City Hospital"

3" saskatoon¡s econornic growth has been approached

cautiously by controlrers of the housing market. As a
result' average house prices have inflated t¡hile rental
vacancy has been chronically tow since at reast Lg7g"

The neighbourhoods in Saskatoon had become increasingly
attractive to higher incorne househords in the late j-970s.

Indeed, the inner city neighbourhoods are regiarded by the city
as ripe for revitalization. The City is encouraging renovation
activity, whether it is apartnent bIock, rental suites on the
fringe or complete gentrification in the interior, stable areas

of the inner city neighbourhoods.

The three inner city neighbourhoods explored here are City
Park, Nutana trrlest and Riversdale. The inner city areas of
Nutana trvest and City Park are historically distinctive, have

aesthetically pleasant housing facades with large mature trees
contributing to the landscape. Indeed, City Park has been noted.
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by the Planning Department as ripe for gentrification" The

remaining inner city neighbourhoods are less attractive, yet

have in the recent past offered some of the most affordable
single-farnily housing in the city"

Redevelopment activíty in Saskatoon has in reality been

confined to small sub areas. However, by L978, the t,otal num.ber

of dwellings in the core neighbourhoods consist of less than

forty-five percent single fanily dwelling units, fifty-one
percent of duprex and nulti-farnÍIy units and four percent

apartment blocks having more than six units. community

resistance against further redevelopment and loss of single
family units had gained strength by this tine, persuading city
Council to impose a freeze on apartment construction. Council

invoked Section 57 of the Planning and Development Act, aJ-Iowíng

a one year interim development control period during which all
residential construction of more than two units reguires

councils approval prior t,o construction" By i"gïz, a compromise

resolved this conflictr âs Council downzoned the stable interior
areas for the neighbourhoods limiting them to singì-e farnily and

duplex dwelling t1pes" As well, RR.A,P assistance had become

available for all five inner city neighbourhoods"

Pressure remains intense for redevelopment in the inner cÍty
neighbourhoods of saskatoon. Due largely to the size and growth

of the 24-34 age group. The nature of this demand reflects
changes in Saskatoon¡s demographic make-up.
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The following table provides a breakdown of the demographic

composit,ion of the City of Saskatoon.

TABÏ,8 5

Population Statistics for Saskatoon

Ã,ge Group

oL4
l_5 24
25 34
35 44
45 54
55 64
65+

TotaI

l_971_

29 "t
20"4
L3 "7
t-0.8
8.9
7"3
9"8

L00"0

L976

24 "7
22 "9
l_5"6
9"8
8"8
7"8

i.0"4

t-00 " o

*L986

23 "2
L8"8
20 "3
L2"6
8.4
7"L
9"6

100. 0

Source: Toward Dov¡ntown Housing, l-980
*Taken from Statistics Canada , i-996 "

In L980, the City Planning Department published a discussion

paper on housing in the dor¡ntown area" Overall, housing was to

be encouraged in the central business district, âs impternented

in A Plan for Downtown published in t-986" Ideally, it is
believed by Council that increased resident,ial density in the

downtown is beneficial as it creates more rrafter-sixr¡ activity,
while relieving some redevelopment pressure frorn the five
surrounding inner city neighbourhoods" Council was to
investigate nethods to encourage housing developments in the

downtor^¡n" city ^A,dminisÈration slas to monitor the sup¡lIy and

demand for housing developments in or near the downtown, in an

effort to ensure an adeguate supply of urultiple unit residential
development sites. As weII, amendments to zoning by-laws v¡ere
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to increase the permitted density of resident,ial development by

providing a floor area bonus in exchange for enclosed parking.

Council encouraged mixed use by permitting an increase in floor
area for commercial space if residential units are built on the
same site" Generally, the policies and objective put forth by

the city of Saskatoon stere perceived as directives to encourag:e

redevelopment forces in revitalizing a dying core area and its
surrounding neighbourhoods" Effort was placed on achieving

better control and regulation over location, design, scale,

compatibility and impacts of future residential developments,

emphasis has been placed on multiple unit t1pes.

The inner city neighbourhood of City park is one of
Saskatoon¡s oldest areas. It is a pleasant living environment,

with a strong sense of being serf-conÈained" city park is
located directly north of the central business district,
adjacent to the city Hospital. This cornmunity has been

perceived by the city, as being composed of diverse

sub-districts" These sub-districts exhibit different character,
potent,ial and housing Ë1pes. Nevertheless, the community ¡ s

proximity to the core and hospital continue to exert an

attracÈion for a number of forms of housing acconmodation" city
Park south is a transitionar area, consisting of single and

duplex dwellings, rooming houses, converted housing, walk-ups

and high rise apartment units" This area is one of the most

densery populated and developed in the city. city park north of

Queen street is stable and Low density, in character with the
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remaining four inner city neighbourhoods of saskatoon"

city Park in its recent past experienced an increase in
population, from l-981 to L986 the net, increase was 1-9 percent.

The proportion of singles in city park is 72 percent compared.

with the city-r^¡ide 53 percent,. Further, the proportion of the

Source: Ley, David" The Canadian Geographer, LgBl.

Figure 5: Saskatoon: The fnner City Neighbourhoocl_s
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areas population in the 20-34 age category is 44 percent of t-he

toLal population f ound in the neighbourhood " (stats ca.nacl-ri ,

1986) Therefore, demographicar]-y, a large segment of the city
Park neighbourhood consists of young adulÈ singres, many in
rental accommodations and others in purchased singre fanily
dwelling units located in the interior of the neighbourhooct.

NIP and RRAP has been utilized within City Park in an effort to
conserve the stabre nature of the interior" yet, along with
abnormally low vacancy rates, this neighbourhood has becorrte ê,li

attract,ive investment for young professionals" The city of
Saskatoon has responded t,o current trends and changes in City
Park by creating a number of policy districts. Each distrjct:
has a distinct zoning designation, from high to row density,

mixed use of office designation" The norther sector of City
Park is restrictive residential developrnent, while the noi:tliern

sector and fringe area are higher density, office and mixecl use

zoning"

A second inner city neighbourhood is Saskatoon experiencing

change is Nutana $Iest" This neighbourhood is part of
Saskatoonrs original historic townsite" The area contair:s a-

number of historically designated buildings. rtrs close

proxirnity to the central business district and Universi'Ly make

the area attractive to city residents. Nutana r{est ís a

self-contained neighbourhood with few incompatible land uses, a

range of housing types and most inportantly scenic anen-ities

such as the riverbank, tree-lined streets and topographic

variation "
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This neighbourhoods potential for rehabilitation $¡as noted by

the city¡s Planning Department in the late 1970s. This

neighbourhood has a rangie of housing tlpes and a healthy
popuration mix" Yet, Nutana Í{est does have a higher than

average number of people in the 20-29 age category, âs well as

proportionately less chitdren und.er 14 years old. than the city
as a whoIe"

fn the late l-970s the Nutana West area experienced some

pressure for apartment development" By the 1-980s the area had

an overaLl net density of l-g units per acre (Neighbourhood

study, p. 55, 1980). rt shourd be noted that this figure is
somewhat deceiving as the najority of units built were

apartments containing twelve or more units"

A third neighbourhood experiencing change in Saskatoon is
Riversdale 

" Riversdale is one of the oldest residential
neighbourhoods in the City. It has a net resident,ial density of
10"8 units per acre (Neighbourhood Study, l_980) " In 1990, 60

percent of the dwelling units trere single detached, 10 percent

were apartment blocks containing more than tr,¡elve units, while

the remainder r¡/ere duplex and multi-fanily dwellings"

The city has denoted this neighbourhood as having a stable

interior zone while the periphery, especially sites adversery

affected by railway lines and industriar uses, are on the

decline. The interior sub-districts are perceived worthy of
preservation, âs well as conversion.
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Demographicall-y, the neighbourhood has a higher than average

number of senior citizens" The City has recognized. that many of
the smaller houses in Riversdale provide a useful function as

either starter or retirement housing" Although linited in terms

of potential scenic anenities, this neighbourhood has some

potential for rehabilitation. The city is encouraging the

interior and accessible river lots on the southern section of
the neighbourhood to gentrify. Meanwhile, the fringe, being the

area closest to the central business district, is ideally a

denser development area.

The inner city neighbourhoods in Saskatoon are experiencing

change" The three neighbourhood explored are all under pressure

to redevelopment in some of itts inner city neighbourhoods.

Essentially, the City Park neighbourhood is rehabilitating at an

excelerated pace, while Nutana West and Riversdale are fol-lor,ling

suite" The city has responded to these changes by trying to
direct residentiaL developrnent into the downtown" This was done

with Ã, Plan for Downtown. Further, the Neighbourhood Studv

cleared the rtay for council to downzone the interior stable

areas of each neighbourhood, while allowing greater density

development on the fringe areas.

At this time, seerningly Saskatoon is welcoming the private
rehabilitation that is taking place" The city has used it's
zoning tool in an effort to control the type of deveropment

occurring. Otherwise, iÈ would appear that the City is taking a

wait and see approach"
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2.6 ST]M3{ÍARY

^4,11 twelve inner city neighbourhoods outlined in this chapter

have been shown to share marked differences as well as

similarities" Figure 5 is a matrix including all the inner city
neighbourhoods comparative to one another within the context of
DeGiovanni Model. Although these twelve neighbourhoods are

examined and evaluated further in chapter three, this sirnple

matrix will allow an overview of current social and economic

trends as reviewed within this chapter" As weIÌ, it should help

the reader of this thesis bring all twelve inner city
neighbourhoods together conparatively even though each city had

its own evaluating research methodology"

TORO¡{TO vÀ.Nco('VER oÎÎÀm sAsKÀtcoN
ItLø-oo'n
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Comparative l{atrix of fnner City Neighbourhoods
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All twelve neighbourhoods evaluated are located in Èhe

geopolitically defined inner city area of four major

met,ropolitan areas across the country, They are aIl
experiencing, in varying degrees, pressure to rehabilitate. As

weII, the loca1 governments have afforded some effort to bring
about an understanding and some conclusions on the process

taking place within their locaI environments. Comparatively,

these neighbourhoods arso present marked differences. They

differ with regards to their Locar physical environment, the

rocal economy in which they surviver âs well as the current
decision makers.

These sirnilariÈies and differences will be outlined and

explored in greater detail in the following chapter. Chapter 3

evaluat.es and compares the twelve inner city neighbourhood as

ouÈlined here"
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Chapter III
EVAI.;TATTONS OF CåSE SfiIDTES

3 " 1- IMIRODUeTTON

The first chapter outlined the overall process of
gentrification. The second explored the process as occurring in
twelve inner city neighbourhoods in four major urban centres

across Canada. In this chapter these twelve inner city
neighbourhoods are compared and contrasted by means of applying

DeGiovanni¡s mode1. This nodel, described briefty in the first
chapter, recognizes five phases in the process of
gentrífication. Beginning with initial signs of revitalization,
followed by increased market rents, resulting in increases in
speculation and rehabilitation activity. The final stage,

displacements, âs previously mentioned, is recognized as

significant but shall not examined within this study. Each

neighbourhood has been revier¡ed within the context of
DeGiovannits model to test the model and to identify the stage

of development for each of the twelve inner city neighbourhoods.

A note of caution is included here, âS outl-ined earlier in
chapter one, with regard to the terms revj-talization and

rehabilitation. Revitalization connotes any type of renewal or
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construction, whire rehabilitation is rirnited to upgraing the

existing built environment.

3.2 fiM EVALT'ATION OF T'!{EL\rE TN}{3R CTTY NETGHBOTIRHOODS

The City of Toronto has neighbourhoods r¡hich have experienced.

all five stages in the process of gentrification. Of the four
neighbourhoods reviewed in the city of Toronto, the North

Riverdale neighbourhood rnost closery resembres having

experienced gentrification. Following the DeGiovinni stag'es,

this community has experienced rehabilitation, increased. and.

continued specuration, whil-e suffering a fifty per cent loss of
owner-tenant properties due to deconversj-on. sinirarly, the

I.Iest Central Corridor , a traditional imrnigrant reception area,

has displayed signs of the initiaL three stages in DeGiovanni

process" This neighbourhood, according to the moder has not yet
gentrified. The neighbourhood displays signs of revitalization
coupled with population and dr+elling unit loss due to
deconversion. Hor¡rever, rehabilitation activity is sloral, and.

changing demographics could be rationalized as sirnply the result
of development pressure t¡hich Torontors inner city
neighbourhoods are experiencing due to increased econorníc

activity" On the contrary, the South Parkdale neighbourhood

doesn¡L fit, the stages of the moder as outlined. This

neighbourhood has shown signs of revitalization by net gains in
dwelling units. The community has experienced rarge gains in
new multiple-unit stock, while a reduction of existing
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bachelor apartment units has occurred" Likewise, the central
Core neighbourhood, although experiencing development pressure

has not followed DeGiovanni¡s stage model of gentrification"
This neighbourhood has a net, gain in drselling units, a small

Ioss in population while rehabilit,ation activity has been

minimal. Thus while it could be arg-ued that the lvest Central

Corridor, South Parkdale and the Central- Core neighbourhoods are

experiencing gentrification, in essence the chang:es experienced.

by these neighbourhoods may or may not result in them being

gentrified 
"

In Vancouver, sirnilar to the North Riverdale neighbourhood. in
Toronto, the Kitsilano neighbourhood also has gentrified.
Kitsilano has proceeded through the five stages as outlined by

DeGiovanni" Today, this neighbourhood continues to experience

development pressure, increased speculation and rehabilitation
activity. It has experienced a substantial loss of population

and major change within it¡s demographic make up" The Fairviev¡

Slopes neighbourhood has also experienced rapid change. In
contrasf, these changes have taken on the form of undergoing

massive redevelopment" This small area is unique as the public

sector, the real estate industryr âS well as intense development

pressure in doqrntown Vancouver resulted. in the creation of a

gentrified neighbourhood. However, this community did not

follow DeGiovanni¡s model" It evolved guickly from a

deteriorated light industrial area to a densely populated rnixed
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residentiar and commerciar use area. rts location and

environmental arnenities encouraged redeveloprnent,. Fairview
Slopes experienced linited gentrification and then wenÈ into the
second process of redevelopment" A third neighbourhood examined

in vancouver was the west End, an older estabrished

neighbourhood, which has experienced continual redevelopment

pressure since the l-950s. Historically the area has experienced.

drastic social and physical changes. Most notable in
redevelopment of the area is the ne\{ construction of highrise
and condominium apartments. The west End has experienced.

revitalization and increases in market rents, yet rather than

rehabiritate, has continued to redevelop. Therefore the area,

according to DeGiovanni¡s model, is experiencing densification
and development pressure, but is not gentrifying.

fn Ottawa, the inner city neighbourhoods of Centretown and

Sandy Hill coincide with DeGiovannirs model of gentrification"
Both neighbourhoods have experienced. revitalization, increased

market rents, a deconversion trend, drarnatic change in
demographics and massive rehabilitation activity. Centretown

and Sandy Hill have experienced classic aentrification" At the
present time market rents continue to rise while a greater
proportion of residential units are the luxury converted to
rental market" The level of dispracement is currently being

monitored by the City of Ottawa"
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Quite eonversely, Saskatoonss inner city neighbourhoods has

experienced reinvestment at a slower pace" The city park

neighbourhood has started to revitarize" The area has

experienced changing dernographics and increased. speculation" At

this time, the neighbourhood corresponds Èo the third stage of
DeGiovannni ¡ s model, yet v¡hether it gentrif ies rernains to be

seen" Sirnilarly, Riversdale has shown initial signs of
revitalization, but has only fol-lor¡ed the model through the

first stage. whether the area will gentrify remains to be

seen" The third Ínner city neighbourhood, Nutana I.Iest, has

experienced some reinvestment" Although Nutana west is
densifying, as with city Park and Riversdare, the process of
gent,rificatj-on is not yet apparent"

Overal1, DeGiovannirs stage model for the process of
gentrification appears to work" However, any neighbourhood

experiencing development pressure due to an increase in local
economic activity could easily proceed through to stage three of
the model without actuarry gentrifying" rt is increased

rehabilitation of the existing built environment, as well as the

loss of population, changing deurographics and deconversion

activity whj-ch confirms that the gentrification process is
taking place" Therefore, a ¡rodified moder is being proposed in
this thesis"
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A 3{odified DeGiovanní Hodel_ of, Gentrification

l-" Initial Signs of RevitalizaÈion"

2" Patterns of Increases in Sale prices"

3 " fncreased Amount of Speculation"

4. Increased Rate of Rehabilitation Äctivity.
5" htoted Loss of Population & Changing Demographic

Characterist,ics"

6. Increased .Amount of Deconversion Activity.
7 " Evidence of Pattern of Displacement.

Source: Author, 1989

Using the Modified DeGiovanni

gentrification process, alI twelve

were categorized once again and placed

neighbourhoods have been classified in

l{ode1 of stages in the

inner city neighbourhoods

in a table format" These

four categories"

Re-Categorized Inner City ldeiEhbourhoods
Using the Modified Model

Classic Gentrification May or Mav Not Gentrifv
North Riverdale(TO)
Kitsilano (Vanc)
Sandy Hill(ott)
Centretown(Ott)

Revitalized : Densified

South Parkdale(To)
!{est End (Vanc)
Nutana West(Sask)

West Central Corridor(TO)
Central Core(TO)
city Park(sask)
Riversdale (Sask)

Redeveloped (Gentrif iedl
Fairview Slopes(Vanc)

Source: Author, 1989
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rn this categorization on page 75, alr twetve inner city
neighbourhoods were classified according to the modified.

DeGiovanni moder" By categorizing these twerve inner city
neighbourhoods according t,o the Modified Moder, only four
actualJ-y experienced classic Aentrification. one neighbourhood.,

Faírvieui slopes, Dây be gentrified. or sinply referenced as

redeveloPed, but cannot be placed in DeGiovanni¡s mod.el or the
Modified DeGiovanni Model- "

DeGiovannirs model has provided a framework for understanding

the process gentrification, the urodified model takes us forward

in clarifying this process" Yet one should not interpret this
moder too rigidly, as the process can occur in cylicar fashion,
skip stages or even reverse the stage process. obviously, a

model cannot provide all- the answers within the dynamic nature

of a neighbourhood" There exists many unaccountable variables,
which makes direct use of a rnodel difficult.

After having categorized trselve inner city neighbourhoods

frorn four metropolitan areas in Canada, this thesis will proceed

to analyze the inner ciÈy neighbourhoods of Winnipeg"
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Cha¡lter TV

CIÎY OF WI}üIüTPEG

4.1- ITi¡IIRODTICTTON

fn this chapter, four inner city neighbourhoods in winnipeg

are analyzed and tested for the presence of 'Gentrificationr, as

evidenced in other Canadian netropolitan areas discussed in
chapter two.

4 " 2 TNE INNER CITY }{ETGHBOURHOODS rW Tffi CITY OF W-rNNrrPEG

The inner city neighbourhoods of Winnipeg have been defined

on the basis of the old Metropolitan Corporation of Greater

Winnipeg boundaries" Essentially the Metropolitan Corporation

boundary has been utilized within this analysis as it defines

the older inner city neighbourhoods prior to amalgamation of the

suburbs" The western boundary and eastern boundary have veen

slightly adjusted in an effort to more accurately delirnit ttre

area presently recognized as inner city in Winnipeg.

Specifically, the boundaries follow the neighbourhood d.istricts
defined by Èhe city of winnipeg pranning Ðepartment. Moreover,
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the inner city neighbourhoods of sÈ" Boniface, north and

central, and Norwood, east and west, were included., These four
neighbourhoods were areas established early in the development

of the City" .A.lthough, it has only been since amalgamation that
they have formally become part of the city's charter. The inner
city neighbourhoods are outlined in Figiure 7.

the degree of change in the inner city residential-
neighbourhoods was obtained from statistical data for the City
of Winnipeg in I97L and L981"

Shown in Table 6 is the decline of the population in Downtown

winnipeg" Although an increase has been projected for the
Downtown residential populat,ion by L99L" The inner city
neighbourhoods have continued to decline in population, with
further decreases projected by t-993-. The overall growth of the
city in the past twenty years has been ninimal.

In Table 7 ' a comparison of the ent,ire City and the inner
city neighbourhoods is shown for Lg7i, and^ L9B1 in the city of
Vlinnipeg" comparisons were done for popuration, dwerring units
and tenure, persons per household and income.
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Source: Author, Taken from City of Winnipeg Documents

Figure 7: The rnner city ldeighbourhood Area in winnipeg
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Tab1e 6

Population &ange and *proj ections

L97L 1981 l_986Area

Dovrntown
z

Inner City
o6

Entire city
z

ll | 425
2 "1,

2 t-6 , 585
40"5

535 t2L5
L00. 0

LL,140
2"O

l.7o,94O
30"3

564 ,475
L00"0

Àuthor"
Planning"

11, 059
l_.9

*1991

]-3,943
2"3

Source: Compiled by
Dept of Environmental

L73,469 L62,O77
29 "2 26.4

594,556 6]-3,O77
100.0 l_00. 0

city of Ï{innipeg
Statistics Canada

These compiled statistics indicate that the inner city
neighbourhoods have experienced net losses in terms of
population and dwerling units from t-971- to l-981-. rn contrast,
the City of !{innipeg, as a whole, has ex¡rerienced gains.

The inner city neighbourhoods have experienced a substantial
net loss of 45,645 persons. As v¡eII 2,890 d.welling units have

disappeared, 98 per cent of this loss hrere in the rental
market" The average number of persons per househord. has

declined for the city, while the inner city has remained

unchanged. Conversely, the average individual income for the

defined inner city neighbourhoods has increased substantially"

Although income remains slightly lower v¡ithin the inner city
as compared to the entire city" The inner city residents 1981

income is in line with the City as a whole.
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Tabl-e 7

Populat,ion and Income ComparÍson for t.he
City of Wiruripeg

Change
City fnner

Popn 535 | 475 2l_6,585 564 ,475 L7O t940 +29 ,OOO -45 ,645
Units 1-65,22O 73,8OO zi-L,245 7O tgLO +46,065 - Z,BgO

owned 97 ,260 34,7L5 LZ2,2BS 34,670 +46,065 45

rented 67,920 39r085 88r960 36,24O +2L,O4O - 2,845

PPHH 3"2 3"0 2"6

L97L
City Inner

1981
City Inner

3"0 0"6 0.0

687 + 1,396fncome 9r983 9,289 LO,67O 10,645 +

Source: Compiled by Author, The City of f{innipeg
Dept" of Envirorunental planning" Statistics Canad.a

Overall income level has increased for inner city residents.
The areas populat,ion and dwelring units have declined.

Meanwhile, there has not been any loss in the number fanilies
within the area. Further comparison of change for the inner
city neighbourhoods has been done by cornparing dwelling units by

structural type. Change was monitored by revier^ring statistics
for both L97L and l-981-"
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DvrelJ-ing Units by

Type

Single Detached

Apt" (& Row)

Semi Detached
(Dup1 & Sg1 Att,)

Other

TotaI

TabLe I
Stmctural- Tlpe for Inner City

1-971, 1_981 Change

381050 37,gto L4o

26,OLO 26,LL5 + L05

9,740 6,825 -2915

060+60
73,800 70,gLO -2890

Source: Compiled by Author" City of Winnipeg
Socio Economic Characteristics" Dept. of
Environmental Planning" Statistics Canada.

Table 8 conveys the extent of loss by structurar type. The

fact that 98 per cent of this loss is in the rental market was

arready estabrished" Here it is shown that the najority of
these units were semi detached, duplex and singre attached. A

tot'al of 2 t9]-5 units were lost through either demolition or
deconversion. There was some mininal gain by apartment

construction.

rn LgSL there was a total of z0,9Lo dwelling units in the
inner city. of this total, zr per cent were occupied for under
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one year" This compares favorably

a length of occupancy under one year

entire cÍty which has

per cent.

t,o the

of l-9.9

fn order to trace any change in socio economic status within
the inner city neighbourhood.s, the overall averag:e income leve1
v/as compared fron ]-97r to 1gg1_, âs well as occupational
statistics" The latLer was done in the absence of adequate

statistics on educational leve1s, and was used as an indicator.
The occupational distribution for the inner city has been

outlined in Table 9.

From the figures shown in Table 9 it is apparent that a rarge
proportion of residents in the inner city are entering
professionaL occupations, while fewer are doing service
orienÈated work. However, a cautionary note must be incruded,

as this trend toward a greater number of professionals is
occurring city-wide" rndeed the entire city of f{innipeg had.

l-3 " 5 per cent of individuals categorized as professional in
L97r, but by 1-98L the category had increased to z3"g percent,
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Table 9

occupatíona1 Distribution for Inner City
Neighbourhoods

Occupation L97L lggL Change

Professíonal LL, 565 l-6 , 060 + 4 , Ags
11.6å 19 " 0å

Tertiary 47,23'5 36,555 LO,660
47 "22 43 "32

Primary 4LS 5SO + 1350"4å o"7z

Trades 26,574 22,BBO 3,694
26 " 6z 27 "tZ

Other 14, L85 8 r 430 S,7Ss
a4 "22 9 "92

Participation
Rate 6O.2e" 6t.72 i-"SZ

Source: Cornpiled by Author" City of Winnipeg
Socio Economic Characterist,ics. Department of
Enironmental Planning" Statistics Canada.

While the inner city residential neighbourhoods have

experienced a loss of population and rentar dwelring units,
there has been no noted loss of fa¡nilisn" The average income,

education and occupation leve1s have increased but remain below

the city r¡ide averag:e. Not one of these figures alone or

combined could substantiate the arguenent that gentrification is
occurring rarithin Winnipeg¡s inner city neighbourhoods.

The rehabilitation aetivity occurring in the city of Winnipeg

has been analyzed on the basis of the building pennits issued in
i-986" In table 10, construction, demolition and aLteration
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activity has been outlined for the inner city as compared to the

entire City of Ï{innipeg"

Table l-0 shows that a ninimal amount of new construction in
the inner city resident,ial area has taken place compared to the

city as a whoIe. There was, however, a rarge portion of the

City's total demolition pernits issued for residential sites
within the inner city neighbourhoods. These l-986 statistics,
even if indicative of preceeding years, recognize only sorne of
Lhe changes occurring vrithin the inner city"

Tab1e 1O

Building Pe¡mits Issued in l-986 for
City of Winnipeg

the

Ilr¡pe

Sing1e

Semi

Row

Apt

Const"
fnner City

59 34]-2

24 86

64 L60

335 t_91-0

I¡enolit.
fnner City

82 I77

L6 L6

1,7 20

59 83

Ã,Iter"
fnner City

4l-4 L63 3

42 45

29 48

59 100

Source: Compiled by
Dept" of Environmental

Author" City of T,IÍnnipegr
Planning. Statistics Canada.
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Up untiJ- this point this analysis has only been able to shoru

that the cqrnbined inner city neighbourhoods would appear to be

decÌining in terms of population and. dç¡elling units. Average

income and occupation levels are increasing. Sorne changes in
terms of demolition and rehabilitation has been discerned. yet

the exact exÈent or nature of this change remains uncertain.

The city of winnipeg is not experiencing a development

pressure comparable to the urban centres of Toronto, Vancouver

or Ottawa" There may be existing pockets'of rehabilitati-on, or
gentrification act,ivity within the inner city. A comparative

analysis of four neighbourhoods within the context of
DeGiovannits nodified model of gentrification will show if
individual neighbourhoods are experiencing this change.

4.3 FOT]R INNER CTTY NETGIIBOT]RHOODS r$ WTNNTPEG

Four inner city neighbourhoods v/ere chosen for case stud.ies

in this analysis" .4, windshield survey r¡as conducted, as we1I, a

review of statistics collected on inner city neighbourhoods in
Winnipeg Iüas completed" These four neighbourhoods were chosen

as they all displayed signs of rehabilitation and. stability.
The neighbourhoods incruded were McMirlan, River osborne,

Crescentwood and Norwood West"
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McMilla

Source:

Figure 8:

Author, Taken

The Four Inner
Winnipeg

from City of Winnipeg Documents.

City Neighbourhoods Analyzed in
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rn analyzing these inner city neighbourhoods, population,
dwelling units and tenure, income, occupaÈion and education
levels, persons per household, and the age and condition of
housing have been reviewed" Conparat,ive data for L97j- and. t-9gj-

was accessed to deternine changes which have taken place in the
physical and social fabric of the neighbourhood..

McMillan

The McMilLan neighbourhood has experienced, a net loss in
popuration of l-,8L5 persons from j-g7L Èo Lg8l_. projected

population statistics suggest losses shall continue up until
2001" Table l-l- indicates the population change which has been

ex¡rerienced in this neighbourhood over a ten year term. Shown

wíthin this tabte is that the age category which experienced.

greatest rosses was elderry, seniors 65 years and. oIder. The

only sÍgnificant increases have been ex¡rerienced in the 25-34

age category"
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TÃBT,E ].].

PopulatÍon Characteristics of the
McMillan $eighbourhood

AEe (Years)

o-4
5-9

10-l_4
r_5-L9
20-24
25-29
3 0-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
s5-59
60-64

65+

Change

-L25
-t-3 0
-85
-L4 0
-510
+45
+125

25
80

-t_00
-Ll_o
-1,20
-l_50
-300

L97L

375
240
2LO
420

1260
695
270
L95
200
225
240
265
290
825

L98L

150
r_10
L25
280
750
740
395
L70
L20
125
L30
l_45
l_4 0
525

Source; Compiled by Àuthor" City of Winnipeg" Dept.
of Environmental Planning" Statistics canãaá

Iùhile experiencing this net loss in population, the nature of
the population has also shifted" Maríta1 status displays a

shift from 452 to 532 in singles, while married individuals
decreased from 38å to 3Lå in this ten year period"

The McMillan neighbourhood experienced a loss in dwellíng
units betv¡een L971 and l-98L" A total of 3L0 units disappeared.,

the majority of this loss was in the rental market. The avel:âge

person per household has decreased from 2"3 to 1"7 in L991. The

average family j-ncome has increased substantially, from 98,919

to ç22,L86 per annum. Tabre rz out.rines the degree of change

experienced in population and incorne in the McMil_1an

neighbourhood"
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TA,BT,E ].2

PopuJ-ation and Income Transition for the
McMiLJ-an NeiEhbourhood

Popn

UN].ES

Owned
Rented

PPHH

Income

1,97]-.

51735

2 ,485

3L5
2 r17O

2"3

L98L

3,92O

2,L75

335
Lr 83o

L"7

Change

-L n 
gl_5

3L0

+25
340

0.6

+L2,1-43$8,043 ç22,:-86

Source: Compiled by Author, City of Winnipeg" Dept.
of Environmental Planning. Statistics Canada.

overall, income levels have more than doubled while the
neighbourhood has experienced net losses in terms of population

and dwelling units. Further, although the rnajority of losses

have occurred within the rental apartments sectors, this
structure and tenure type continue to predominate in the
neighbourhood"

In analyzing educatíon and occupation characteristics for
this neighbourhood, dramatic changes hrere easily discerned. The

education leve1 obtained in L971 r¿ere inaccessible, however, in
l-98l- the McMillan neighbourhood contained a high percentage c>f

population with either some university or a degree. A total of
4I.72 of the residents had obtained some university education.

occupational distribution between LgTL and 1981- confirmed a
dramatj-c shift in neighbourhood composition, as professional
managerial occupations had doubled from 17Z Eo 362"
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This indicates a rnarked increase in professionals, substantiated
by the increase in incomes during the ten year period.

Additionar comparison for change l¡as analyzed. for the
McMillan neighbourhood by comparing dwelJ-ing units by structural
types. This information vras obt,ained by J-981. rn Tabre 13, the

Ioss by structural type may be perceived.

Tal¡Ie L3

Dwelling Units by Structural
for McMillan

Tlpe

Type

Single Detached

Àpt" (& Row)

Semi Detached
(Dupl" & Sgl. Atr)
Other

Total-

1-97L

285

1920

260

0

2485

1981_

l_9 8 l_

3L5

250

0

2L75

Change

+30

-330

L0

0

310

of l{innipeg. Dept"
Canada.

Source: Courpiled by Author. City
Environmental Planning Statistics

The rnajority of losses were from the apartment, row housing

and semi-detached structure categories. A total- of 340 uníts
were lost through either denoÌition or deconversion. There was

a minimal unit gain of single attached units by new construction
and conversion activity.

rn L981 there was a total of z,t7s dwelling units in this
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nej-ghbourhood" of this t,otaI, 835 units were occupied for less
than a ye,ar. This short, occupancy term accounts for
approxiroatery 35å of the entire neíghbourhood population,
comparing unfavourably to the entire city" The large rental
tenure in the area may be the rational for the higher degree of
transiency"

overall, some rehabilitation activity can be seen occurring
in this neighbourhood, but for no\r¡ it is occurring in small
pockets" The residential building permits issued in 1996

confirms this observation, as Soeo of arl activity in this
nieghbourhood were to rehabititate or alter existing
structures" Being uncertain that the 1996 permits are

indicative of preceeding years, the age and. condition of
dwelling units have been out.lined in Tab1e t4 in an effort to
determine if the existing stock wourd be desireable to
rehabiLitate "

Table

.A,ge and Condition
in the McMillan

Period of Construct,ion

L92O and earlier
L92t 1945
t946 r-960
196L 1_970
L97L ]-975
L97 6 l_981

CondÍtion of Dwelling

Regular Maintenance
Major Repairs
Minor Repairs Reqd"

Source: City of Winnipeg. Dept"
1981.

L4

of llurelling llnits
Neighbourhood

TotaI

595
670
470
375

50
25

Percent

27 "4
30"8
2]-"6
L7.2
2"3
L"l_

r,260
240
680

57 ,9
t_t "0
3l_.3

of Environmental Planning.
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Table L4 indicates that, a large najority of the housing

stocko over. 58å, &ras constructed ¡lre-L945" AddÍt,iona1lyo most

housing stock in the neighbourhood is in good cond.ition,

reguiring only regular maintenance.

The McMillan area shares many characteristics of a

gentrifying neighbourhood in the initial stages of the process"

However, vievred within the context of having experíenced

rehabilitation and containing a large transient populatíon, it
woul-d be difficult to argue with any certâinty that the area is
gentrifying. Indeed the neighbourhood is experiencing change.

McMirran has reached the fourth stage of the Modified

DeGiovanni Model, yet, the area will have to continue being

monitored in an effort to assess if it, v¡iIl gentrify or simply

experience changes in a cylical pattern"

River Osborne

The neighbourhood of River osborne has experienced a net loss

in population of 9L5 persons from L97L to L98l-. Conversely,

projected population statistics suggest the area shall
experience growth by SL persons up until 2ooL" The current
population in the River Osborne neighbourhood has been broken

down in Table l-5. This table outlines the population cha.ng.es

which have been experienced in the area between the years Lg7L

and l-981" Shown in this table is that the greatest. losses in
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population

seniors.

r¡¡hich may be

\dere Ln

Increases

explained

year age category

in the 25-34 years

population 
"

and with

categories

the

were

by an

20-24

seen

aging

Table l-5

Population Characterist,ics of the River Osborne
Neighbourhood

Äge (Years)

0-4
5-9

1_O-l_4
L5-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65+

L97L

285
140
L45
510

L t37O
665
250
l_55
t_50
L75
L75
230
275
925

l-981

205
l-45

75
335

l, 005
800
420
190
L20
l_00
L35
t_60
L30
705

Change

-80
+5
- 70
-1"7 5
-3 65
+L35
+L70
+35

30
75

-40
70

-l_45
-220

Source: Cornpiled by Author" City of Winnipeg"
of Environmental Planning. Statistics Canada.

Dept"

Population decreased slightly in the neighbourhood,

sirnilarly the nature of the population has shifted a tittle.
Marital status has shifted slightlyr âS singre persons have

increased by 3"72 while married persons have decreased by 5.5å

during this ten year time frame.

The total number of dwelling units increased between l-97i- and

L98l- by 180 units" The rnajority of this giain was in the renta-I

market" Coinciding with these gains \¡rere noted decreases in the

ownership tenure in the area" The averag'e person per household.

experienced a decline from 2"0 to A.6, which corresponds to the
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loss in popuJ.ation and increase ín dwerling units in the
neighbourhood" Average fanily income increased substantially
froru ç8,257 to $L8,7-22 from 1971- t,o L981, Table 16 outlines the
transit.ions experienced in the River Osborne neighbourhood in
population and income between t-97L and 1991"

Popn

Units

Owned
Rented

PPHH

Income

Table 1_6

Population and fncome Transition for the
River Osborne Neighbourhoods

LgTL

5,465

2,515

L50
2,365

2"O

ç8,257

L98L

4 ,55O

2r695

t-00
2 t595

L"6

ç]-B,i-22

Change

-91-5

+180

-50
+230

0"4

+9,865

Dept "
Source: Conpiled by Author. City of Winnipeg"
Environmental Planning. Statistics Canada.

of

overalI, income has continued to increase while lret .l-osses

have occurred in population and gains have occurred Ín the
number of dwelling units" 4,11 losses of residential units have

been in owned single family dwerlings, while gains made Ín the
rental apartment section continue to predominate.
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Analysis of education and occupation characteristics for the
River osborne neighbourhood ind.icated increases in
socio-economic status. A number of inidividuals had. obtained.

some university education which corresponded to approximately
3oå of the population being in professionar or manag'erial

occupations. Those in professional occupations had increased by

1'2 -72. As weII, clerical and serr¡ice oriented occupations
although having decreased renain the largest segment of the
population at 44"22"

A comparison of dwelling units by structural type was

compret,ed" changes in structurar type was assessed by comparing

L97L to l-981 data" Generally, increases in apartment, roû¡

housing and semi-detached dwellings by new construction were

apparent, while decreases occurred in the single detached.

units. over 4oZ of the residential dwelling units in this
neighbourhood have been occupied for ress than a year. The

large amount of rental tenure correlates to the high degree of
transiency in the neighbourhood.

A ç¡indshield survey, foÌlowed by a review of building pernrits

for l-986 indicated a minirnal amount of rehabilitation activity,
expeciarly when compared to new construction" The age
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and condit,íon of dwelling unit,s have

in an effolt to determine if the

desirable to rehabilitat,e"

been delineated in Table

existing st,ock r¿ou-ld

L7

be

Table L7

Age and Condition of Dv,rellinE Units
River Osborne Ìdeighbourhood

Period of Construction

l92O and earlier
L924 1,945
L946 L960
1961 L970
1971 1_975
]-97 6 l-981-

Condition of Drvelling

Regular Maintenance
Major Repairs Reqd.
Minor Repairs Reqd.

Source: City of Winnipegr Dept.
Planning l-98L "

of Environmental

Total

285
4Lo
705 '

630
440
205

1860

l_860
L70
660

in the

Percent

l_0. 6
15.2
26 "2
23"4
l_6"3

7 "6

69

69"0
6"3

24.5

Tab1e L7 indicates that half of the housíng stock was built
after L960 , 782 after L946" Most of this st,ock, ggz sínipry

reguires regular maintenance.

The River osborne area is ex¡leriencing change, but this
transition is the result of maturing and continued development

pressure being exerted. The characteristics explored in t¡Ís
preceeding section indicate that although the area has lost
population, this is reflective of arl inner city
neighbourhoods. The nature of the population has not poJ-atízed

in this area.
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Crescentwood

The neighbourhood of Crescentwood has experi-enced a sma1l

loss in population" Fron 197L to 1981 this neighbourhood lost
7OS personsr ân additional loss of 323- people are projected from

1-981 to 2oo1-" Table l-8 outlines the population change which has

been experienced in Cresentr¡ood from 1971- to l-98L. This table
indicates that popuration change during the last ten years has

been minirnal for all age categories

Tab1e l_B

PopuJ-ation Characteristics of
Crescentwood Neighbourhood

ttre

Age (Years)

0-4
5-9

t_0-l_4
15-1_9
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65+

L97t

2LO
335
390
445
385
2LO
L40
L65
l_95
250
220
2].o
200
455

1_981

Ll_0
165
255
320
275
2L5
2to
220
l_50
L75
L70
L85
150
500

Change

-L00
-1,7 0
-13 5
-1-25
-1L0
+5
+ 70
+55
-45

75
50
25
50

+45

Source: Conpiled by Author. City of f{innipeg" Dept.of Environmental planning. Statistícs Canadá
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The nature of the populat,ion of Crescentr*ood has experienced

a minirnal shift as nerr. Maritat status displays a small
decrease from 5L"0å to 44.68 of singles, while married persons

increased 4O.1-Z to 44 "gZ. These noted shift,s are contrary to
g'eneral marital status trends across the country and. more

specifically in inner city neighbourhoods.

The Crescentwood neighbourhood has experienced. an increase of
90 dwelling units from tgTL to i-981" ' The majority of unit
increase occurred in the single det,ached o!/enr occupied market.

The average person per household has decreased from 3.5 to 2.6

by i-98L" The average famíIy income has increased substantially
from ç]-9,429 to $46,009 per annum. Table 19 outrines the degree

of change which has taken place in popuration income Ín the
Crescentwood Neighbourhood.

Table 19

Population and Income Transition for tbe
Crescentç¡ood Neighbourhood

L97T 1_98 t Change

-7 05

+90

+i-3 0
-40

-0.9

+26 r 5BO

Popn"

Units

Owned
Rented

PPHH

Income

3,840 3rl_35

L,075 L, L65

700
375

3.5

830
335

2.6

çt9,429 946, oo9

Source; Cornpi-Ied by Author" City of t{innipeg. Dept"
of Envj-ronmental P1anning. Statistics Canada
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Income {ot this neighbourhood has increased coinciding with
an increase in the number of dwelling units, a decrease in
person per household and populat,íon. The predominant tenure is
ownership and structural tlpe is single detached.

rn analyzing educat,ion and occupation characteristics for
the Crescehtwood neighbourhood, dranatic increases were noted.
The education leveIs in i-981 showed 47 "lZ of the populace in the
neighbourhood had obtained some university education. The

occupational distribution between ]-gTL and L98L confirmed a

dramatic shift had taken place in occupational cornposition. The

professional/managerial category had increased a substantial
20.lz, while rosses had been experienced in every other
category" Therefore, this neighbourhood has witnessed dramatic

increases in education leve1s, occupation categories and income.

Comparison by dwelling unit structural type vras compiled for
Crescentwood" Statistics r,r¡ere again compared frorn l-97L to 1gBL,

prease refer to Table zo, where change in structural type
cornposition has been categorized"



this area has experienced

although this increase has not

increase noted has resulted

apartment units"

1_0L

a net gain in housing units,
been that drastic. The greatest

from the construction of new

rn l-981- there was a totar of r-rr-65 dweJ-Iing units in thÍs
neighbourhood" A large percent of these unit,s, 362 of mostly
oT¡¡ner occupied units, $Iere shown to have occupied their dwelling
units for ten years or longer. This rong occupancy period. maybe

directry correlated to the large ownership tenure in the
neighbourhood"

TabLe 2O

DwellinE llnit by St:mctural Tlpe for
Crescentwood NeíEhbourhood

slpe

Single Detached

Apt" (& Row)

Seni-Detached
(Dupl & Sg1 Àtt)

Other

1_971_

685

l_95

l_95

0

1981

730

305

l_3 0

0

the

Change

45

]-20

65

0

+

+

TOTAL lto75 t-, L65 + 90

Source: ConpiJ-ed by Author. City of Winnipeg" Dept. of
Envj-ronmental planning. Statistics Cañada"-
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Residential building peraits issued for this neighbourhood

in l-986, showed a small amount, of rehabilitation is occurring.
An overview of the neighbourhood by demographics and. tenure
analysis showed it to appear as a st,able area. Crescentwood.

does not, seem to be ex¡leriencing any significant d.evelopment

pressure" However, the age and condition of dwerling units in
the area have been outlined in Table 21 in ord.er to assess the
historical- nature of the housing stock, in an effort to
determine the areas appeal for deconversion-

TabIe

Age and Condition of
Crescentwood

Period of Construction

2L

Dr*elling Units
Neighbourhood

TotaI

465
225
260

70
L15

0

835
l_00
220

1-920 and earlier
L92L L945
r.946 1 960
L961, - L970
L97L t975
L97 6 l_98i.

Condition of Dwelling Unit

Regular Maint,enance
Major Repairs Reqd
Minor Repairs Reqd

Source: City of Winnipeg. Dept"
Planning" t-9Bt_

of Environmental

in the

Percent

39 "9
1_9"3
22 "3
6"0
9"9
0"0

70"8
8"6

L8"9

Tabre 2L indicates a large proportion of the existing housing
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st'ock was Þuilt pre-L945" The rnajority of these housing units do

not require repairs or upgrading"

The crescentwood neighbourhood has experienced some change,

but not the nature of change as out,Ìined. in DeGiovannits Mode1.

Although, the area is attractive, historica] in nature and

centrally located, stability has predoninated. The area has

experienced linited redevelopment pressure and rehabilitation
act'ivity" one should be aware of the fact'that this neighbourhood

has a homeor,rmers association which strongly opposes any conversion
act,ivity. Therefore, this neighbourhood may experience
gentrification in the future, but for now appears to be more

stabl-e than the previous neighbourhoods analyzed in l{innipeg's
inner city"

Norwood T,iest

The neighbourhood of Norwood trIest has experienced. a net loss
in population of 8OO persons from L97l- to l-g8t-. The projected
population statistics suggest a continued loss of popuJ-ation up to
2001.

current population statistics have been broken down in Table
22, outlining population changes experienced in this area over a

ten year time frame" Shown in this table is losses in almost
every age category except for a slight increase in persons 25-34
years of age and seniors.
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Tab]-e 22

Populat,ion Charact'eristics of
}üoruood lüest, Neighbourhood

Age (Years)

o-4
5-9

l_0-14
l_5-19
2O-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65+

L97X

255
310
380
4L5
440
240
L75
t-8 0
2]-o
220
255
3L5
275
450

l_981

t70
L80
225
300
3l_o
275
285
200
l_50 .

l_35
L60
t_85
L70
590

Change

+
+
+

+

85
1_3 0
l_55
LL5
130

35
l-1_o

20
60
85
95

L30
105
l_4 0

Source: Compiled by Author" City of Ìtinnipeg.
Dept" of Environmentar planning" statistics cãnada

Although population has decreased stightly in this
neighbourhood, the nature of the population has shifted
dramatically" current dernographics indicate the population age

category 25'39 years has experienced net gains, while all other
categories, with the exception of seniors, have experienced.

l0sses" Marital status has shifted as rr¡eII. From 1g7L to 1gsl
both single and married persons decreased., the only increase shown

fel-1 in the divorced category.

The number of dweLling units remained almost the same, in I1T:-
there were Lr335 and by i-98r-, L,3zs. The only notable shift was

in the nature of tenure over the ten year time frame. The ov¡ner



category increased srightry, and correspondingly the rent,al
tenure decrea.sed. The average person per household decreased.

significantly from 3"L to 2.s, which correspond.s to the smarl

loss in populat,ion the area experienced. Average faroiry income

increased from çi-r,oz7 to ç26,774 from l-97L to L9g1. Tabre 23

outlines the transitíons experienced in population and income in
t'he No:rsood west neighbourhood between lgTL and 198L"

Table 23

Population and fncome Transition for tTre
Nor*rood tlest $eighbourtrood

Popn

unat's

Owned
Rented

PPHH

Income

T97L

4, L50

l_, 335

935
400

3"1_

çr]-, oz7

L9I r.

3r350

I,325

970
355

2"5

ç26,774

Change

800

10

+35
45

0"6

+)-5 ,7 47

Source: Cornpiled by Author" City of T{innipeg.
Dept" of Environmental planning. Statistics Canaáa

l_05

has occurred

continued

a slight

in

to

Generally income has increased, while no change

the nurnber of dwelJ-ing units, although tenure has

shift toward ownership. The area has experienced
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loss in populatíon but more inportant the nature of the
population ha.s changed"

Analysis of education and occupation characteristics in the
Norwood west neighbourhood showed increases in professional/
manageriar occupations, white 26Z of the population have some

university education. The occupation distribution indicated
that atthough a substantial increase in professional/managerial

occupations has occurred, the pred.ominant occupation remains

clerical/sal-es/service" Sales and service óccupations have been

on the decline but remain dominant at 452 of the area population
in l-981- "

À comparison of dwelling units by structurar tlrpes was

completed in an attempt to more fully understand housing stock
changes apparent in the neighbourhood" ft was determined that,
arthough few units were lost over the ten year period analyzed,

no changes had taken place in terms of the percent of structural
type" Noted as welr, v¡as that, 50å of persons living in these

units had occupied thern for ten or more years, conversely 26å

had occupied units in the area for less than two years. A large
owner tenure group correlates with the large number of long-term
occupants "

A review of building permits for l-986, indicated 75å

activity in the neighbourhood was rehabilitation, whire

of the

2l-å was
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denorition and only 4t new const,ructíon. rn an effort to
discover if buil-ding perrnits issued in l-986 reflected. preceeding

years, the age and general condition of the dwelring units in
the area were examined" Table 24 índicates the age and

condition of stock in an effort t,o ascertain if this stock would

be desireable to rehabilitate"

Tab1e 24

.å,ge and Condition of
Nor*¡ood ?Iest

ConstructionPeriod of

L92O and earlier
1924 - 1_945
]-946 L960
L961_ - 1"970
L97I - J-975
J,976 - L98t_

ConditÍon of Dwelling Unit
Reg"u1ar Maintenance
Major Repairs Reqd
Minor Repairs Reqd

Dwelling Units
Neighbourh.ood

Total

195
475
500
Ll_0

35
0

940
105
285

in ttre

Percent

]-4.7
35"8
37 .7
8"3
2"6
0"0

70 "9
7"9

2I "5

EnvironmentalSource: City of t{innipeg. Dept" of
Planning. i_981_

Tabre 24 shows that half of the housing stock was built
pre-L945, while 88å was built before L960. -An historical houslng

stock exists, which has been foun
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was found to .require urajor repairs.

The Norç¡ood West neighbourhood is experiencing change. This
area is in transition and shourd be carefurly monitored as it
has reached stage fj-ve in the nodified ÐeGiovanni Moder.

whether or not the area experiences this process remains to be

seen" This area has experienced signs of revitalizations
rehabilitation, noted shifts in population, Iinited speculation
and small increases in sare prices. rn Ïvinùipeg, the inner city
often experiences difficuJ-ty in retaining stock prices, yet the
four neighbourhoods studied, including Norwood $Iest have been

able to maintain and even experience increases in stock value.

4 .4 SI]Ì{MARY

The neighbourhoods analyzed within the inner city of
winnipeg included McMilran, River osborne, crescentwood a_nd

Norwood west" Each neighbourhood was anaryzed by denographÍc,
physical, social and econonic indicators. A comparison was

compreted for each area from l-97L to l_9gl_, with the degree and

nature of transitions experienced being outl_ined.
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Arthough .this analysis aided our progress in understand.ing

these neighbourhoods and their dynamic nature, it did not
conclude that these areas are experiencing gent.rification.
rndeed, the anarysis allor¡ed us to identify stag:es, experíenced

by all neíghbourhoods with the exception of crescentr*ood, of
DeGiovanni Mod,e1. yet, the process could not be readily
identified in the Mcrnilran, River osborne, crescentwood. or
Norwood West neighbourhoods

The Norwood l¡Iest neighbourhood was shown to have the
greatest degree of change" yet, this area shalI have to be

monitored continually in an effort to conclude that the process

of gentrification is occurring" The reason for the difficulty
experienced within this study in identifying the process of
gentrification may be directly correrated t,o the inabirity to
deterrnine a slower rate of change in stage two and three of the
Mode1" winnipeg has a slower economic growth rate, often
referred to by the city¡s professionars as ¡stabre and less
voratilet " This srow rate of growth nay be affecting the
process of gentrification, slowing the process downr so it can

only occur in s¡naII pockets" If this is the situation it r,¡ould

only be happening in one of the four areas reviewed, the Nonrood

Irlest neighbourhood. All other areas, üp until j-9gl- had

experienced some transition but as neighbourhoods are dynamic,

few changies can be related to the DeGiovanni Mode1 or Mod.ified.

Model "
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Chapter V

coNcüusIo$s

5.1 SU¡,Íß{ARY .AND CONCLUSIOT{S

' The gentrification process has been found to be complex.

Although recognized as occurring in the four najor netropolitan
areas anaryzed, not all inner city neighbourhoods are
progressing through DeGiovannits Model or the further developed

Modified Model. Many of these twerve inner city neighbourhoods

were found to experience sinpry stages in the moder and often
these did not occur in a cycrical fashion. so to determine if
these areas experience the gentrification process, they will
have to be monitored.

solutions and policies adopted by the cities analyzed ín
this thesis were found to be mostly ineffective at halting a

often accelerated process. The most effective policies involved
direct intervention in the housing market by the city or a

developed non-profit corporat,ion. Those cit,ies rnost aware of
the ramifications resui-ting from this process occurring on tlreir
neighbourhoods were better eguipped to dear with thern. To

develop regulations and housing freezes guickly in an effort t,o
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to afford more tine to develop long te:m sol_utions. A,t, this
time, nosL cities have put forward documents which reguest
senior leve1s of government to becorne more actively involved.

The DeGiovanni Mode1 and Modified Model outlined *¡ithin this
study are useful toors. The Modified Moder has assisted the
analysis in an effort to understand numerous dynamic processes

occurring at the neighbourhood. Ievel. It $¡as more difficult to
utirize within the context of the inner city of ï{innipe9, as the
pattern of higher rents and property values vJere difficult to
deternine with slower economic activity occurring in the City of
winnipeg. The Real Estate ¡narket in I{innipe9, with specific
reference to the inner city neighbourhoods included in this
paper, was discussed at sone length with a rear estate
professional" These neighbourhoods is believed to be part of
the inner city area in winnipeg which has been able to retain
property values. However, increases in housing stock value were

perceived to equate with inflation, but have not experienced

rapid acceleration" Therefore, these two stages of the Moder,

higher rents and increased speculation activity, r,rhich leads and

develops into the final stage of displacement was difficult t,o

discern" The process uray be occurring at a slowed pace,

arthough indicators are not, apparent in the inner city
neighbourhoods incruded in this analysis, with the exception of
Norwood I.iestr oE perhaps, the process has not taken place in the
neighbourhoods in Winnipeg"
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The dynamics of inner city neighbourhoods were appreciated
throughout this analysis. Neighbourhoods are in constant
transition" However, city adurinistrators rshich continually
monitor change will be able to adopt and d.eriver. policies and

plans to these neighbourhoods u¡hich are proactive, rather than
reactive" They shatl be better eguipped to d.efine if
neighbourhoods are decrining, stabirizing, redevel-oping or
gentrifying, and then proceed to act in the best interest of the
neighbourhood. rn the context of this analysis, the city of
ottawa has shown they are most responsive to the economic

development pressure which has been exerted. This city, has

been abre to have some success, but only by continuing to study
general trends, their rate and irnpact" canadars urban

adninistrators have now realized that intervention in blight,ed
areas of the city, often the older inner city areas, is not onry

healthy for those areas in question, but for the entire city
economy" rntervention is a necessity in our inner city
neighbourhoods to ensure a balanced sociar, economic and

physical b1end, which ín the long tera combats the occurrance of
depressed areas" Gentrification effectiveJ-y porarizes

neighbourhoods, often those containing the most affordable stock
in the urban area, rather than arlowing a social and economic

blend to continue. It is suspected that this process dispÌaces
poorer people from their homes and neighbourhoods. This trend
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is likery to.continue within the cont,ext of increasing costs
associated with further city eNpansion.

The gentrification process causes a restructuring of our

inner city neighbourhoods. This restructuring reries on the
continued concentration and recentrarization of economic

activity. However, the process has also been found to be

contingent on an array of sociat settings and social practices.
our ability to recognize and understand the market and socÍaI
forces at work, correlates directly with our ability to analyze

Èhe effects and to offer possible solutions t,o their
ramifications.

Some inner city neighbourhoods have experienced

rehabilitation, physicar improvernents and increased property

values" This results is a shift in the neighbourhood population

from low and moderate incomes to ¡riddre and upper income

residents. An income shift which is apparent in many inner cÍty
neighbourhoods in canadian Metroporitan areas (Ley, L9B5). The

majority of people for whom the neighbourhood was being
preserved, now find themselves being displaced, as they are

unable to afford inirease rents and property taxes.

rn this thesisr âD examination of the mechanics of
gentrification was compteted in an effort to understand an
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conmonalities or generar trends rshich may be shared by
neighbourhoods. This wourd alrow planners and ciÈy
adninistrators to easiry d.iscern if the process i-s apparent at
the neighbourhood IeveI, and the degree and pace in which it has
proceeded"

canada's cities have moved in the r-990s, once again looking
for solutions to combat the seg'regation of peopre both sociarly
and econornically in neighbourhood areas. rn the l-960s, city
managers struggred to find sorut.ions to address the probrems

associated with decrining and depressed neighbourhood in the
inner city areas. rn the r-990s, city managers will struggre
again to find solutions to address probrems associated with
gentrifying and polarizing neighbourhoods, the opposit.e síde of
the same coin"
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